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ABSTRACT 
The highly repeated DNA sequences from Macropus rufogriseus 
have been characterized - sequence organization within satellite 
fractions, and the organization of the satellite DNA in the 
complement were examined. 
Two separate satellite fractions, which amount to 25% of the 
nuclear DNA, were isolated. Both satellite DNAs (minor satellite 
-5% and 1.708 satellite -20%) appear heterogeneous as judged from 
comparisons of the properties of native and renatured molecules in 
equilibrium density grandients, thermal denaturation experiments, 
and the kinetics of renaturation. Restriction endonucleases were 
used to examine the distribution of sequence alterations within 
the satellite DNAs. The EcoRI restriction enzyme cleavage sequence 
occurs at 220 base pair intervals in the minor satellite - the 
distribution of 'inactive' cleavage sequences, as judged from multi-
mers of the basic 220 base pair fragment, suggests that some random 
sequence alterations occur in the satellite DNA. The distribution 
pattern of BamI restriction sequences at 1800 base pair intervals 
throughout the 1.708 satellite is also consistent with there being 
some random sequence alterations. Hind III and EcoRI cleavage sites 
also occur with 1800 base pair periodicity but only in a fraction 
of the 1.708 satellite DNA - there is evidence that the Hind III 
sites are clustered in stretches, so there is segmental differentiation 
in the satellite. These distributions cannot have been generated by 
random sequence alterations throughout the DNA . 
In situ hybridization of the satellite cRNAs to M. rufogriseus 
chromosomes localized the 1.708 sequences to the centromeres of all 
autosomes in the complement. Minor satellite sequences occur in the 
(i) 
centromeric heterochromatin of the autosomes and the sex chromosomes. 
A further differentiation between the chromosomes in the complement 
occurs in the amount of satellite sequences at the centromere. Each 
chromosome may have a unique arrangement of repeated sequences. 
The two additional repeated sequence components (amounting to 
a further 3% of the DNA) isolated by virtue of their rapid renaturation 
rates, have not been characterized in any detail. However, one of 
these fractions appears to be present in the large block of distal 
heterochromatin in the X chromosome. 
(ii) 
Analysis of DNA restriction enzyme cleavage patterns and thermal 
denaturation profiles of satellite sequence hybrids between M. rufogriseus 
subspecies which have been isolated for 10,000 years indicates that 
highly repeated sequences have been conserved during this period. 
Repeated sequences which hybridize with 1.708 satellite and minor 
satellite cRNAs have been detected in the DNA of related macropods, 
but in reduced amounts (0.5-3%). Base mismatching in the hybrids 
indicates that some sequence divergence has occurred. 
CHAPTER 1 
SATELLITE DNA - AN INTRODUCTIO 
Highly Repetitive or Sate lli te DNA : 
Classic theories of inheritance based on mutation and recombination 
studies propose that the eukaryote chromosome is divided into a series 
of genes , each gene being represented only once in the haploid comple-
ment . Yet Britten and Kohne (1968) demonstrated that in eukaryotes, 
much of the total DNA is composed of sequences of nucleotides repeated 
thousands to millions of times. To resolve this paradox a combination 
of molecular, biochemical, and cytological techniques is being applied 
to understanding the organization of DNA sequences in the eukaryote 
chromosome. 
All eukaryotes examined, ranging from fungi to man, possess highly 
repetitive or satellite DNA, varying in amount per species from about 
1% to more than half the genome (Bostock, 1971). The extremely simple 
sequences of satellite DNAs [ 2-12 basepairs (bp), repeated millions 
of times within each nucleus] indicate that they may not function as 
structural genes . Hybridization experiments of total nuclear RNA from 
mouse L cells with purified strands of mouse satellite DNA have not 
revealed any cross reassociation, indicating that this satellite DNA 
is not transcribed (Flamm et al., 1969). Sequence analyses, where 
available, also suggest it is unlikely that satellite DNAs code for 
functional proteins since these would comprise only monotonous di-
or tripeptide repeating sequences (Southern, 1970; Gall and Atherton, 
1974; Brutlag and Peacock, 1975; Endow et al., 1975). The localization 
of highly repetitive DNAs to regions of constitutive heterochromatin 
in most organisms is further evidence that this fraction of the total 
DNA is genetically inert (Rae, 1972). 
The development of ideas about the functions of satellite DNA 
requires a thorough understanding of the organization of this DNA 
1. 
within the nucleus - from the primary nucleotide sequence to the 
chromosomal distribution. 
Characterization of Satellite DNA: 
Since the discovery of mouse satellite DNA (Kit, 1961) there has 
been an extensive survey of eukaryote DNAs for the presence of 
satellite bands in CsCl equilibrium gradients. If there is no 
apparent satellite in neutral CsCl gradients, it is often possible 
to resolve cryptic satellite fractions by complexing the DNA with 
agents which bind to specific nucleotide sequences and thus differ-
entially alter buoyant density (e.g. metals, antibiotics). Where 
satellite DNAs have been isolated, the melting temperature, and 
buoyant density of native, denatured, and renatured molecules have 
been used as identifying characteristics. On the basis of these 
parameters it appears that highly repetitive DNA fractions within a 
species are unrelated, and that those present in closely related species 
bear no relationship to each other (Hennig and Walker, 1970). The 
concept that satellite DNAs arise in a brief evolutionary time was 
proposed on the basis of such data (Walker, 1971), and models of 
evolution have been developed which are consistent with this apparent 
species specificity (Southern, 1970). 
Physical Characterizations of Satellite DNAs have been Misleading: 
The concept of species specificity of satellite DNAs based upon 
physical characterizations is misleading; direct sequence analyses of 
isolated highly repeated DNA have shown that the simple physical para-
meters used to describe satellite DNAs are inadequate as indicators 
of primary sequence relatedness. In Drosophila virilis there are 
three satellite fractions with quite different buoyant densities and 
melting temperatures; however sequencing of these fractions has shown 
2. 
that each is composed of a single repeating unit of 7 bp, and these 
differ from each other by only one or two base changes (Gall and 
Atherton, 1974). The nature of satellite DNA - a short nucleotide 
sequence, repeated tandemly thousands of times, imposes certain 
anomalous physical properties on the DNA (Wells et aZ., 1970). 
In recent analyses of highly repetitive DNAs emphasis has been 
placed on the thorough description of primary sequence structure with 
the view to understanding (i) is there conservation of the basic 
sequence in a single density fraction? (ii) are the multiple satellites 
of a species related? and (iii) is there any relationship between 
the satellite fractions of different species? These answers may 
indicate whether the primary sequence is important for the functions 
of highly repetitive DNA . 
As well as primary sequence analysis, attention is being given 
to understanding the organization of this class of DNA within the 
nucleus - how the different satellite DNAs are organized in relation 
to each other and to other types of DNA in the chromosomes. 
Sequence Homogeneity Within a SateZZite DNA: 
There are several criteria for determining the degree of base 
sequence heterogeneity within a satellite DNA. In comparisons of 
the physical properties of native and renatured molecules, increases 
in the buoyant density (6p), and decreases in the thermal stability 
(LT) of renatured DNA reflect base mismatching, and provide an 
m 
estimate of the extent of sequence heterogeneity (Ullman and McCarthy, 
1973). Most of the satellite DNAs examined in this way show such 
alterations in melting temperature and buoyant density in the renatured 
molecules . The three satellite DNAs in D. virilis, and four in 
Drosophila meZanogaster each have relatively small reductions in 
melting temperature of between 0.5°c and 3°c which correspond to 
3. 
0.5 - 2% sequence mismatching in the renatured molecules (Gall and 
Atherton, 1974; Brutlag and Peacock, 1975; Endow et al., 1975). The 
~T's for satellite DNAs from mannnalian species are generally larger, 
m 
e.g. mouse ~T = s 0 c, guinea pig 6T = 10°c (Cornea et al., 1968), 
m m 
which indicates more extensive mismatching, and hence greater sequence 
heterogeneity. 
Although these parameters provide estimates of sequence hetero-
geneity, they do not provide any insight into the nature of this 
heterogeneity - whether it results from random nucleotide alterations 
throughout the DNA, or whether it reflects some regular sequence 
alterations in the satellite DNA which occur at intervals larger 
than the reassociation register. It is important to distinguish 
between these possibilities to determine if the basic sequence is 
critical to satellite DNA functions or if extensive random mutation 
of bases is tolerated. 
Sequence Analyses of Satellite DNAs in Drosophila and Pagurus: 
Direct nucleic acid sequence data are available for satellite DNA 
fractions of several species which complement the data from physical 
characterizations. 
4. 
Labelled complementary RNAs, synthesized from the separated strands 
of each D. virilis satellite DNA have been sequenced. In each satellite, 
more than 90% of the labelled RNA could be attributed to a single 
s equence of seven nucleotides (Table 1). Although the nucleotide G 
is absent from the primary repeating sequence of the light strand in 
each fraction there is evidence that the base does occur in the 
satellites. Data are available for satellite I, that the insertion 
of the base G is not at random throughout the RNA, but occurs at widely 
spaced intervals (Gall and Atherton, 1974). The distribution of these 
sequence alterations is not thoroughly defined yet, however the indications 
' 
t 
I 
are that the deviations from strict homogeneity do not result from 
random base alterations. 
Sequence homogeneity similar to that in D. virilis satellites is 
also reported for satellite DNAs of D. mela:nogaster (Brutlag and 
Peacock , 1975; Endow et al ., 1975). Analyses of labelled complementary 
RNAs indicate three of the satellites are homogeneous in sequence 
(Table 1); Brutlag and Peacock (1975) found no evidence for random 
base alteration over long stretches in the 1.672 satellite DNA. How-
ever, they have found that two of the satellites are composed of 
several related sequence isomers, e.g. the 1.672 satellite has isomers 
AATAT and AATATAT, rather than a single sequence repeated over and 
over as in D. virilis . There is some evidence that the sequence 
isomers are organized on separate molecules in one of the satellites 
(1.672), yet the analysis only extends over lengths of approximately 
400 bp. There may be long range ordering of the isomers which could 
not be detected in their analyses. 
The study by Brutlag and Peacock (1975) emphasizes how important 
it is that sequence heterogeneity be examined since it may not reflect 
random base mutation at all. It introduces the concept that there 
may be ordered differentiation of sequences within a single satellite 
fraction. 
Analysis of a satellite fraction from the hermit crab Pagurus 
pollicaris has shown that sequence homogeneity is not a feature only 
of Drosophila satelli te DNAs. The complementary RNA transcripts 
from separated strands of this satellite contain 86 - 92% of a single 
tetramer sequence (Table 1). A further 4% of the transcript can be 
attributed to a second repeated sequence; however, there are no data 
to distinguish whether this is simply by contamination, or whether 
these two distinct sequences f orm part of a "single" satellite 
(Skinner et al ., 1974). 
5 . 
Sequence Analyses o Marrunalian Satellite DNAs : 
Direct sequencing data are available for satellite DNAs from 
three species of mammal; these confirm the indications from physical 
characterization that the mammalian satellites have greater sequence 
heterogeneity than the Drosophila species' satellites. 
Southern (1970) analyzed the pyrimidine tracts from each strand 
of the guinea pig a satellite and found there to be considerable 
heterogeneity, however more than 90% of the DNA was composed of 
related sequences which could be derived from the basic sequence 
5
'GGGATT3 ' by one or two base changes (Table 1). Although there 
appears to have been extensive divergence from the basic 6-mer repeat 
(20% base sequence alterations), all of the related sequences are not 
independently derived by simple random mutations throughout the 
satellite, since certain variants occur with high frequencies while 
6. 
other possible variant sequences are absent. Southern (1970) suggested 
that the non-random frequencies of the basic sequence variants may 
reflect the mode of evolution of the satellite, via several distinct 
saltatory replication events with random base mutations being intro-
duced between each multiplication. Thus a mutation prior to a saltatory 
multiplication event would be manifested as a frequent basic sequence 
variant. 
Pyrimidine tracts, and also complementary RNAs to the separated 
s trands of the mouse satellite DNA have been analyzed. There is a 
S' 3' 
major repeated sequence of nine bases - GA5TGA , which with 
related sequences (derived from the major sequence by one or two base 
alterations) comprises 50% of the total satellite DNA (Biro et al., 
1975). As in the guinea pig a satellite, only some of the many possible 
related sequences occur with a high frequency (Table 1). However, 
mouse satellite DNA appears more heterogeneous - sequences related to 
the major repeat comprise only 50% of the DNA, there are also dG and dC 
-rich sequences dispersed throughout the satellite. There are no 
data available yet which describe the organization of the basic 
sequence variants in the DNA, but restriction enzyme analysis 
(to be discussed) indicates a regular interspersion of the sequence 
r: ' 3' 
J GGACC at 240 bp intervals throughout the satellite DNA (Southern, 
]975) . It may be that there is a highly ordered arrangement of these 
sequences together with the basic sequence variants, and in fact none 
of the apparent sequence heterogeneity may result from random base 
mutation in the satellite DNA. 
In the kangaroo rat Dipodomys ordii, three satellite fractions have 
been sequenced by analysis of complementary RNAs, and also ribo-
substituted complementary DNAs (Fry et al ., 1973; Salser et al ., 1976). 
7. 
Each fraction is similar in composition although the basic repeat differs 
in primary sequence (Table 1). There is a principal repeated sequence 
amounting to 30-40% of the DNA, together with several major variants 
of the principal sequence which are each a further 10% (approx.) of 
the satellite DNA. In the MS satellite, preliminary analysis of the 
arrangement of the principal repeating sequence and its major variants 
within the satellite, indicates that the variant sequence -CAG- is not 
distributed randomly among the principal repeat -AAG- as expected if 
it were generated by independent random mutation events. 
4pparent Differences Between Arthropod and Mammalian Satellite DNAs: 
There appear to be striking differences in the organization of the 
Drosophila, and Pagurus satellites, on the one hand, and the mammalian 
satellites which have been analyzed. Physical properties indicate 
different degrees of sequence heterogeneity; however the results from 
sequence analysis indicate extensive differences in the primary sequence 
organization. In D. virilis and P. pollicarus each density peak con-
tains a single short sequence repeated over and over. In D. melanogaster, 
the 1.672, and 1.686 density peaks each contain at least two related 
sequence isomers~ however there is evidence in the 1.672 satellite 
that these occur in separate molecules, and hence there may be two 
satellite fractions with some identical physical properties! How-
8ver the satellite fractions from mammalian DNAs contain a collection 
f related sequences in a single density peak. 
Restriction EndonucZease Analysis of Satellite DNAs: 
It is necessary to precisely determine the distribution of sequence 
alterations throughout satellite DNAs; however techniques for sequence 
analysis of very long stretches of DNA or RNA are not yet available. 
It is possible to scan long stretches of DNA for short nucleotide 
sequences using bacterial restriction endonucleases which cleave 
eukaryote DNAs at highly specific sequences of 4-8 bp (Meselson et al., 
1972). [See Table 1, Chapter 3 for details of cleavage sequences]. 
Analyses of satellite DNAs using restriction enzymes have indicated 
regularly spaced restriction sequences at intervals spanning hundreds 
to thousands of basepairs. This long range order, superimposed upon 
8. 
the basic short repeating sequence, occurs in satellite DNAs of calf 
(Botchan, 1974), guinea pig (Horz et al., 1974), mouse (Horz et al., 
1974; Southern 1975), Apodemus species (Cooke, 1975), and D. melanogaster 
(Manteuil et al., 1975; Shen et al., 1976). 
The first analysis was by Botchan (1974), who showed that the 
EcoRI, and Hind endonuclease restriction sites are both spaced at 
1400 bp intervals throughout the entire bovine satellite 1 DNA. This 
indicates there has been no significant inactivation of either of these 
restriction sequences through random mutation in the satellite DNA. 
A different pattern is observed after Hind endonuclease cleavage of the 
mouse, or guinea pig a satellite DNAs. In each, about 95% of the DNA appears 
9. 
resistant to cleavage (i.e. sites do not occur within 10000 bp intervals), 
and the remaining 5% of the DNA is cleaved into fragments with sizes 
which are integral multiples of a 225 bp, and 200 bp sequence for the 
mouse, and guinea pig satellites respectively. Horz et al., (1974) 
have proposed that the Hind restriction sequence was once regularly 
distributed at 225 bp intervals in a fraction (5%) of the mouse 
satellite DNA; however extensive random mutations have altered many of 
the sites so they are no longer recognized by the enzyme, hence dimers, 
and higher multiple length fragments have been generated. From an 
analysis of the relative amounts of DNA in various sized fragments 
they estimated that at least 70-75% of the restriction sites have 
been inactivated; this corresponds to 20-23% sequence divergence in 
the satellite DNA. 
The most detailed analysis available is that by Southern (1975) 
with mouse satellite DNA. Complete digestion of mouse satellite DNA 
with the enzyme EcoRII produces four fragments with sizes which are 
integral multiples of a 240 bp length, i.e. monomers, dimers, trimers 
and tetramers. Southern has proposed that the EcoRII site was once 
distributed at 240 bp intervals throughout the entire satellite DNA, 
but random mutation has inactivated some sites and generated dimers 
and longer fragments. The relative amounts of DNA present as monomers, 
dimers, etc. are consistent with the model that they have been generated 
at random (Slack, 1974) : the overall extent of sequence divergence can 
be calculated as 3% which agrees with the divergence calculated from the 
decrease in thermal stability of renatured satellite DNA molecules. There 
is evidence, from the characterization of partial digestion products, 
for interspersion of monomers, dimers, etc. throughout the satellite DNA -
this is expected if the larger fragments had been generated by random 
mutation in the restriction sequences regularly distributed at 240 bp 
intervals. 
Southern finds that HaeIII enzyme digestion of mouse satellite 
yields a similar pattern to that produced by the Hind enzyme (Horz 
et al., 1974). Thus both the HaeIII and Hind restriction sites 
are present in the mouse satellite DNA with a spacing similar to 
the EcoRII site, but at a much lower frequency. Whether the HaeIII 
and Hind sites occur in the same 5% fraction of the DNA, or occur 
on different molecules has not been determined. 
It is difficult to reconcile the estimate of sequence divergence 
calculated from the relative amounts of EcoRII fragments, with that 
estimated from the amounts of Hind or HaeIII fragments (3%, and 20% 
sequence divergence respectively), if one assumes simple random 
mutation throughout the satellite DNA. Different mutation rates 
for each base, hence each restriction sequence (see Chapter 3, 
Table l) , oould occur . Alternately Southern (1975) has proposed that 
a "Hind-like" sequence within the EcoRII repeat sequence has been 
altered by mutation to become the restriction sequence and this has 
been spread by unequal crossing-over (Smith, 1973). There is some 
evidence that unequal crossing-over has occurred in the mouse satellite 
DNA from an intermediate series of EcoRII bands (120 bp). This model 
avoids the inconsistent levels of random mutation needed to explain 
the frequencies of the Hind and HaeIII fragments, and it is consistent 
with these restriction sites occurring in only a fraction of the DNA. 
One prediction of this model is that all of the Hind or HaeIII sites 
would be clustered within the DNA, however, this has not yet been 
tested. 
Data from restriction enzyme analysis of the 1.688 satellite DNA 
in D. mela:nogaster confirm the emerging picture of differentiation 
within a single satellite fraction, i.e. a restriction sequence may 
be absent from a proportion of the satellite, and occur at regular, 
10. 
short, tandemly repeated intervals in another fraction. In about 
15% of the 1.688 satellite, the HaeIII r estriction site is distributed 
at 350 bp intervals, or integral multiples of that length up to 
pentamers (Manteuil et al., 1975). The relative frequencies of monomers, 
dimers etc. are consistent with the hypothesis of 3% random sequence 
divergence . A second restriction sequence for the Hin F enzyme is 
also distributed at 350 bp intervals in 15% of the DNA, yet the relative 
frequencies of monomers, dimers etc. suggest only 1.4% random sequence 
divergence has occurred (Shen et al., 1976). Thus the elimination 
of the different restriction sequences in the 1.688 satellite are not 
due to the same base mutation processes. There are data which suggest 
that the two different restriction enzyme patterns are derived from 
the same fraction of the DNA; at least there is some overlap since 
double enzyme digests produce smaller fragments which comprise the 
350 bp lengths. 
These data from restriction enzyme analyses show there is long 
range sequence organization in many satellite DNAs. Such regular 
long order sequence alterations could appear as mismatched bases in 
renatured molecules if they are spaced more widely than the basic 
reassociation register; they could also appear as heterogeneous 
sequences in direct sequencing analysis. 
The indication of differentiation within a single satellite 
fraction has important implications for satellite DNA organization 
and function. Evidence from direct sequencing studies suggests that 
there are classes of primary sequence variants within the mammalian 
satellites, and at least two spatially separate sequence isomers in 
several of the D. melanogaster satellites - perhaps these correspond 
to classes of sequences which can be differentiated using restriction 
enzymes. An analysis of the arrangement of the various restriction 
11. 
fragments within a satellite will provide information useful in 
testing models of evolution based on random mutations and saltatory 
replications, as opposed to models that specific sequence organization 
has functional importance and has been strictly preserved. 
Relatedness Between Satellite DNAs Within a Species : 
As already indicated, physical characterizations in terms of 
buoyant density and thermal denaturation temperature are insufficient 
as measures of relatedness for satellite DNAs. Direct base sequence 
analysis of the three satellite DNAs in D. virilis has shown that 
each fraction is composed of a single 7 bp sequence repeated without 
alteration over and over, and that each satellite sequence is related 
12. 
by one or two base changes (Gall and Atherton, 1974). In D. melanogaster 
the situation is slightly more complex; the three satellites which have 
been sequenced are related by single base substitutions in, and re-
arrangements of,the basic di- and trinucleotide units (M-) (~) 
n m' 
(Brutlag and Peacock, 1975, Endow et al., 1975). 
In this regard there is also an apparent distinction between the 
Drosophila satellites and the mammalian satellites. In Dipodomys ordii, 
the one mammalian species where there are sequencing data available 
for multiple satellites, there is no apparent sequence relationship 
between the DNAs of the separate density peaks (Table 1), (Salser 
et al ., 1976). Further sequencing data on marrnnalian satellites may 
support there being general differences between mammalian and arthropod 
satellite DNA evolution. 
Relatedness Between Satellite DNAs from Different Species: 
Of particular relevance to models proposed for satellite DNA 
evolution is an understanding of the degree of conservation of highly 
repeated sequences between related species of organisms . 
• l 
The first data suggesting that there may be some relationship 
between highly repeated DNAs in related specieswere from an analysis 
of species of the Mus genus by Sutton and Mccallum (1972). They 
found that significant cross-reassociation occurred between separated 
strands of satellite DNAs from four related species; however this 
heterologous hybridization occurred only when hybridization conditions 
were relaxed to allow extensive base mismatching in the reassociated 
products (~Tm= 23°c). 
Graham and Skinner (1973) monitored for the occurrence of sequences 
related to the GC rich satellite of Gecarcinus lateralis, in a range 
of species of the Crustacea. They measured the extent of cross 
hybridization of cRNA to the isolated G. lateralis satellite, with 
total nuclear DNA of seven related species. Sequences which hybridized 
with the satellite cRNA under stringent conditions occur in all other 
species although there are no similar buoyant density fractions 
detectable. The extent of heterologous hybridization varies from 
0.5-10% of that observed for homologous hybridization, and the 
heterologous hybrids contain more sequence mismatching since the T 
m 
0 
values are decreased about 4 C relative to the homologous hybrid T . 
m 
However these results indicate sequence relatedness between highly 
repeated DNAs over wide evolutionary distances. 
Prosser et al. (1973) demonstrated that satellite III DNA from 
humans also occurs in the chimpanzee. Human satellite III and 
chimpanzee satellite A have similar physical_properties; that they 
have some common sequences was shown by filter and in situ hybrid-
ization. Although different in extent, there is no apparent difference 
in the thermal stability of the heterologous and homologous hybrids 
formed: the location of the satellite sequences in the genome was 
also identical by in situ hybridization. 
13. 
Filter hybridization and in si tu hybridization have been used 
to compare satellite sequences in D. melanogaster , and its sibling 
species D. simulans. Sequences identical to three D. melanogaster 
satellites have been detected in D. simulans, although in much 
lower frequencies; these sequences are distinct from the characterized 
D. simulans satellites (Peacock et al ., 1976). In situ hybridization 
of the D. melanogaster satellite cRNAs to D. simulans chromosomes 
14. 
indicates that the chromosomal organization, determined for D. melanogaster 
chromosomes, is conserved in D. simulans. 
In those species where sequencing data are available it is possible 
to directly compare the basic repeating sequence of different satellites. 
Gall and Atherton (1975) have shown that a satellite of D. americana 
is identical in sequence, and homogeneity, to the highly conserved 
satellite I of the sibling species D. virilis . 
The major repeat sequence of the kangaroo rat D. ordii HS-a satellite 
is identical to the major repeat sequence postulated by Southern (1970) 
for the guinea pig a satellite (Table 1). Salser et al. (1976) have 
compared the molar yields of the pyrimidine tracts obtained for the L-
strand of each fraction, and these show that the two satellites are 
similar in many respects but show quantitative variation in the major 
variant sequences. The data are consistent with the two satellites 
having a common ancestor sequence, but different variant sequences 
have been conserved in D. ordii and the guinea pig. 
These examples indicate that satellite sequences may persist over 
considerable lengths of evolutionary time. They are inconsistent with 
the hypothesis that satellites evolve within a time similar to the 
age of a species (Walker, 1971; Sutton and Mccallum, 1972). 
Given that satellite sequences may be conserved within a species, 
and there may be conservation of sequences over wide evolutionary 
distances, then i t is likely t hat the actual primary nucleot i de 
sequence is selected and of importance in the fun c tion of this 
class of DNA. 
Organization of Sate llite DNAs &n the Genome : 
Although an understanding of highly repeated DNAs at the primary 
s~quence level is expanding rapidly with advances in nucleic acid 
s quencing, and restriction enzyme techniques, data describing the 
arrangement of different satellite DNAs in relation to each other, 
and at the chromosome level, are not yet extensive. 
Detailed analysis is available only for D. me lanogaster. To 
determine whether satellite DNA sequences occur in long tandem arrays, 
or interspersed with other DNA sequences, Goldring et al. (1975) 
compared the yield of pure satellite DNA in preparations of molecules 
of 4.5 kb (kilobases) and 225 kb. From the reduction in yield between 
different molecule lengths they were able to estimate that for two of 
the satellites, the bulk of the sequences occur in long stretches at 
least 600 kb in length. This result implies that there must be relat-
ively few chromosomal locations of the satellite sequences since the 
total amount of each satellite corresponds to about 6000 kb. 
Analysis of the arrangement of the different satellite DNA blocks 
in relation to each other has been possible by examining DNA molecules 
which contain more than one class of repeated DNA in covalent linkage 
( j unction molecules). Characterization of hybrid molecules using 
b uoyant density, thermal denaturation profiles, and hybridization to 
satellite complementary RNAs has allowed some ordering of the different 
satellite sequences in the genome which agrees with in situ results 
(Pea cock et al., 1976). This type of analysis, a l though restricted 
to D. me l anogaster at present, could be very usef ul i n those species 
where ordering of satellite f ractions by in situ hybr i di zat i on is 
di f ficult due to poor cy tology. 
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A detailed map of the chromosomal organization of the four satellite 
DNAs in D. melanogaster mitotic chromosomes is available. All satellites 
are represented in at least one site on more than one of the chromosomes 
in the complement; the ordering of the sequences in the centromeric 
heterochromatin is unique for each individual chromosome (Peacock et al., 
1976). This chromosomal specificity of satellite DNA arrangement in 
D. melanogas ter led Brutlag and Peacock (1975) to suggest that satellite 
DNAs may function in homologous chromosome recognition within the cell. 
Processes of meiotic pairing (Maguire, 1967), chromosome affinity 
(Mitchie, 1953; Wallace, 1953) and the bouquet formation which occurs 
in certain cells (Swanson, 1957) could well involve such homologous 
chromosome recognition. It has already been proposed that satellite 
DNAs may in some way function in these phenomena (Yunis and Yasmineh, 
1971). Yet the data from D. melanogasterare the first indication 
that there is absolute chromosomal specificity in organization of 
satellite DNAs. 
In other species with multiple satellite fractions, a similar 
pattern is emerging (calf - Kurnit et al., 1973; kangaroo rat -
Prescott et al., 1973; human - Jones et al., 1974). Each satellite 
fraction has a characteristic distribution pattern within the comple-
ment; on chromosomes with the same combinations of satellites, there 
appear to be differences in the relative frequency of each sequence 
s o that each individual chromosome could be distinguished. 
In mouse, there is no apparent chromosome specificity in satellite 
sequence organization since the single satellite is distributed at 
the centromeres of all chromosomes in the complement, except the Y 
(Pardue and Gall, 1970). However it is possible that within the 
satellite there is organization of the basic sequence variants so 
that there is a chromosome specific distribution of sequences - this 
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could not be detected by in situ hybridization of complementary RNA 
synthesized using total satellite DNA as a template. 
Current Ideas Ahout Satellite DNAs : 
This review of some of the information available on satellite 
DNAs emphasizes the importance of characterizations of this fraction 
of the genome, from the primary sequence level to supra-organization 
within the nucleus. Ideas about the evolution and functions of 
highly repeated DNA have altered with the detailed description of 
satellite DNA organization which has become available in several 
species - principles are emerging about satellite DNAs which would 
have seemed unsupportable only five years ago. 
Direct sequencing data suggest that there may be conservation 
of the primary sequence in satellite DNA - extensive random mutation 
does not occur. The concept of highly conserved basic sequence 
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isomers, introduced by Brutlag and Peacock (1975) for D. melanogaster, 
may prove to be general. There is no evidence that the basic sequence 
variants of the mammalian satellites are randomly interspersed - they may 
be organized within the satellite in an arrangement critical for 
function. 
That satellite sequence arrangement may confer chromosome specificity 
(Brutlag and Peacock, 1975) is another hypothesis which may prove a 
general principle. The data from D. melanogaster are clear on this 
point, however data in other speciesarenot so detailed. Chromosome-
specific arrangement of sequences could extend to the level of isomeric 
sequences within a satellite. This would provide the number of combina-
tions required in a species with a large number of chromosomes and a 
small number of different satellite DNAs - e.g. mouse. 
Salser e t al. (1976) have introduced a new concept to explain 
the occurrence of common satellite sequences in species widely 
separated in evolution. They propose that groups of species (e.g. 
rodents), in addition to major satellite fractions, share a common 
"library" of satellite sequences present at low levels. Thus the 
apparently rapid evolutionary changes in satellites are mostly 
quantitative. There is evidence of quantitative changes in the mouse 
satellite in several subspecies of Mus musculus (Rice and Straus, 1973). 
This model is appealing since it eliminates an explanation of the 
"non-satellite" sequences which are selected for saltatory replication 
in the de nova origin of satellites (Walker, 1971); although it does 
not eliminate saltatory replication events per se. It is also 
consistent with the view that the primary sequence of a satellite is 
important in function - if a nucleic acid sequence(s) was selected 
for some function, e.g. specific protein binding, then such a 
sequence would be conserved in the genome. 
Scope of thesis: 
The research described in this thesis is directed towards an 
understanding of the structure and function of the highly repetitive 
DNA from Macropus rufogriseus, the Australian red-necked wallaby. 
The species of the Macropus genus are well suited to such analyses -
the chromosome number is low compared to most mannnalian species, and 
the chromosomes are large and individually identifiable; thus analysis 
of the chromosomal organization of satellite DNAs is possible. The 
phylogeny within this group is well defined (Frith and Calaby, 1969) 
which means that studies of the evolution of the highly repetitive 
DNA sequences are feasible. M. rufogriseus was chosen since in a 
preliminary survey it was found to possess two distinct satellite 
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peaks amounting to one quarter of the total DNA. Analysis of the 
sequence organization of these satellite DNAs using restriction 
endonucleases, and at the chromosome level by cytological hybrid-
ization, is presented. Additional repeated sequence DNA fractions 
have been detected and partly characterized. Some data have been 
co llected concerning the occurrence of the M. rufogriseus satellite 
sequences in various other macropods. 
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Species 
Drosophi la 
viri l is 
Drosophila 
melanogaster 
Pagurus 
pollicarus 
Mus 
musculus 
Gavia 
porcellus 
Dipodomys 
ordii 
TABLE 1. A summary of nucleotide sequence data for satellite DNAs 
Satellite Fraction Sequence of one strand 
of genome 
I 25% -A-C-A-A-A-C-T-
II 8% -A-T-A-A-A-C-T-
III 
1.672 
(I) 
1.686 
(II) 
1.708 
(III) 
I 
I 
I a 
HSa 
HS S 
MS 
8% 
4% 
4% 
4% 
4% 
6% 
5% 
• 19% 
11% 
22% 
-A-C-A-A-A-T-T-
-A-T-A-A-T- } 
-A-T-A-T-A-A-T-
-A-A-T-A-A-T-A-T-A-T-A-T-} 
-A-A-T-A-T-A-T-A-A-T-A-T-
-A-A-T-A-A-C-A-T-A-G-
-A-A-T-A-A-C-A-T-A-G- } 
-A-A-T-A-A-C-A-T-A-A-T-
-A-A-G-A-A-G-A-G-A-G-
-A-T-C-C-
-C-T-G-;-C-A-G-
-G-A -T-G-A-
n 
n = 3,4,5 
-G-G-G-A-T-T-
V I~ 
C,T TTT CT,TC 
-G-G-G-T-T-A-
1 I\ I 
A AT G 
-A-C-A-C-A-G-C-G-G-G-
/1 L..,, J 
AG G4 or GS 
-A-A-G-
/1 I 
CG C 
Estimated fraction Refe r ence 
of satellite DNA 
> 90% Gall and Atherton (1974) 
> 90% 
> 93% 
> 96% 
> 90% 
> 95% 
> 90% 
86-92% 
< 5% 
50% 
90% 
30% 
40% 
30% 
40% 
42% 
25% 
Brutlag and Peacock (1975) 
Endow et al. (1975) 
Brutlag and Peacock (1975) 
Endow et al. (1975) 
Brutlag and Peacock (1975) 
Endow e t al. (1975) 
Skinner et al . (1974) 
Biro et al. (1975) 
Southern (1970) 
Salser et al. (1976) 
Fry et al. (1973) 
Salser et al. (1976) 
N 
0 
. 
CHAPTER II 
SATELLITE DNA IN THE KANGAROO MACROPUS RUFOGRISEUS 
INTRODUCTION 
In eukaryotes a proportion of the genome is comprised of simple 
base sequences repeated many thousands or millions of times. There is 
no knowledge of the function, and little of the mode of evolution of 
this class of DNA. The observed variability in the amounts of highly 
repetitive satellite fractions, and the diversity in their buoyant 
densities in CsCl gradients have suggested that they may be quite 
unrelated both within a species and between different species (Hennig 
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et al., 1970; Hennig and Walker, 1970). Analyses of isolated highly 
repetitive fractions in mouse (Walker, 1971), guinea pig (Southern, 
1970) and kangaroo rat (Fry et al., 1973) have indicated that these 
satellites contain a large amount of a basic repeating sequence together 
with other sequences related to the basic unit by simple mutation and 
nucleotide rearrangement. However, detailed sequence data are now 
available for several highly repeated satellite fractions in both 
Drosophila virilis and Drosophila melanogaster and these results are in 
contrast to the apparent sequence heterogeneity of highly repetitive 
DNAs in rodents. Gall and Atherton (1974) have isolated and sequenced 
three satellite DNAs in D. virilis. They found that more than 90% of 
each satellite consisted of a heptanucleotide sequence; and further, 
the basic heptamers for each satellite differed from each other by only 
one or two base changes. Homogeneity of repeats within a satellite and 
the relatedness of different satellite DNAs within a species have also 
been shown by Brutlag and Peacock (1975) in D. melanogaster where three 
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satellites have been sequenced. They found no evidence for sequence 
heterogeneity caused by random mutation. This apparent contrast between 
the basic sequence structure of highly repeated DNAs in Drosophila 
species and vertebrates may reflect real differences in the evolution of 
these classes of DNA, or it may result from the lack of complete DNA 
sequencing data for the vertebrates' DNAs examined to date. 
This paper reports the first part of a study of the evolution of 
highly repetitive DNA in the Australian marsupials. In Macropus rufogriseus~ 
the red-necked wallaby, the X chromosome has undergone a relatively 
recent alteration in size to make it twice as large as that in many 
other Macropus species. Hayman and Martin (1974), on the basis of the 
banding pattern after Giemsa staining, and of the characteristics of the 
replication pattern of this chromosome, suggest that the size increase 
results from the addition of constitutive heterochromatin composed of 
repetitious DNA~ The satellite DNAs of this species have been examined. 
Two distinct fractions have been isolated and characterized, and their 
location in the chromosome complement determined by cytological hybridization. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Isolation of DNA: 
10 gm frozen liver tissue was homogenized in buffer (10 mM MgC12 ; 
0.25 M sucrose; 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4) in a Waring blendor at high 
speed for 1 minute, then at low speed for 4 minutes. The homogen-
ate was filtered through four layers of cheesecloth and two layers of 
Miracloth. The filtrate was centrifuged at 1500 g for 7 minutes and the 
nuclear pellet washed twice in homogenization buffer, then resuspended 
in 10 mMTris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.4 (TE). The nuclei were lysed by adding 
sodium lauryl sarcosinate (Sarkosyl N97-Geigy) to a final concentra-
tion of 1%. Solid CsCl was added to a density of 1.70 g/cc and this 
solution centrifuged at 44,000 rpm or 35,000 rpm for at least 48 hours 
in a Beckman Ti-60 rotor. DNA-containing fractions, co l lected from the 
bottom of the tube, were pooled and dialysed against TE. 
Analytical ultracentrifugation: 
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Analytical ultracentrifugation was carried out in a Beckman Model E 
ultracentrifuge for 18 hours at 44,000 rpm and 25°C. In neutral 
gradients 1-3 µg DNA in TE were adjusted to a density of 1.70 g/cc with 
CsCl and 1 µg M. luteus DNA added as a marker (p = 1.731 g/cc). In 
actinomycin D-CsCl gradients, 3-5 µg DNA in TE were complexed with the 
required amount of antibiotic and CsCl added to 1.62 g/cc. 
Preparative centrifugation in actinomycin D CsCl gradients: 
Actinomycin was added to DNA in TE (100 µg/ml) at the required 
concentration. CsCl was added to an appropriate density. The solution 
was centrifuged at 35,000 rpm for at least 48 hours in either a Beckman 
Ti60 or Ti50 rotor, and 0.2 ml fractions collected from the bottom of 
the tube. Actinomycin .. D was removed from the pooled fractions by ex-
tracting six times with isopropanol saturated with a saturated aqueous 
solution of CsCl (Peacock et al., 1973). 
Thermal denaturation and renaturation of satellite DNA: 
The melting behaviour of satellite DNA was examined in a Gilford 
Model 2000 spectrophotometer. The temperature of the DNA solution (20-
40 µg/ml of 0.12 M phosphate buffer) was raised 0.5°/minute with both 
temperature and optical density being recorded every few seconds. The 
T was defined as the temperature at the midpoint of the optical density 
m 
increase (Mandel and Marmur, 1968). DNA for renaturation (20-40 µg/ml 
0.12 M phosphate buffer) was sheared at 40,000 rpm for 10 minutes in a 
Vertis homogenizer. The DNA was boiled for 2 minutes then placed immediately 
into the spectrophotometer with the cuvette chamber equilibrated to T -
m 
25°C. Optical density was recorded every few seconds. The molecular 
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weight of sheared DNA was determined by sedimentation analysis in 1 M 
NaCl according to the method of Studier (1965). E. coli DNA was used as 
a standard in these experiments (T = 90.5°C in 0.12 M phosphate buffer). 
m 
Synthesis of corrplementary RNA: 
cRNA was synthesized on a template of denatured DNA in an E. coli 
RNA polymerase reaction. The 0.1 ml reaction contained 10 µl enzyme, 
3 5 µg DNA, H-labelled G, C, U nucleoside triphosphates at 75 µM, and ATP 
100 µM. The buffer contained 0.04 M Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 0.01 M MgC12 , 0.16 
M KCl and 0.0002 M dithiothreitol. Following DNAse (Worthington DPFF) 
treatment (100 µg/ml) and phenol extraction, the cRNA was isolated by 
passage through a Sephadex G-75 column. 
Leucocyte culture: 
8 ml of freshly collected blood were incubated at 37°C for 30 
minutes with 2 ml dextran to sediment the red cells. The leucocytes 
were collected and added at a concentration of 10% (v:v) to Eagle's 
minimum essential medium supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum and 4% 
phytohaemaglutinin. After incubation for 45 hours at 37°C, colchicine 
was added to a final concentration of 2.5 x 10-6 M for 3 hours prior to 
harvest. Following hypotonic treatment in 0.075 M KCl (15 minutes, 
37°C) the cells were fixed in methanol: acetic acid (3:1) or 95% ethanol: 
45% acetic acid (1:1). The latter fixative was always used for cells 
subjected to cytological hybridization. 
Cytological hybridization: 
In situ hybridization of cRNA was by a modification of the method 
of Pardue and Gall (1970). Air dried slides were dehydrated in 95% 
ethanol, incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes in 0.2 N HCl to denature the 
chromosomal DNA then dehydrated through an alcohol series and air 
dried. 4 µ1 of cRNA in 3 x SSC, 50% formamide (4 x 10-3 µg/ml; 3 x 
104 , cpm/µl) were placed on each slide which was then covered with a 18 
mm square coverslip and sealed with rubber solution. The slides were 
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incubated at 35°C for 10 hours, the coverslips removed in washes of 3 x 
SSC, 50% formamide and 2 x SSC at 35°C, then treated with pancreatic 
RNAse (100 µg/ml) at 37°C for 30 minutes. The slides were washed 
extensively in 2 x SSC, dehydrated in ethanol and coated with Ilford K2 
emulsion (50% dilution) for exposure in plastic boxes at 4°C for at 
least 4 days. C-banding, using Ba(OH) 2, was by the method of 
Sumner (1972). 
RESULTS 
Analytical centrifugation in CsCl density gradients: 
In neutral CsCl gradients, total nuclear DNA resolved into two 
bands (Fig. la), a major peak (mainband DNA) at a density of 1.698 g/cc 
and a small peak (satellite DNA) amounting to 19.5% ± 0.3% of the total 
DNA (estimated from areas in analytical traces), at a density of 1.708 
g/cc. 
DNA complexed with the antibiotic actinomycin D, which binds 
preferentially to GpC sequences (Kersten et al., 1966), resolved in an 
equilibrium gradient into a mainband and two satellite bands (Fig. lb); 
the less dense (major) satellite peak amounts to 20% of the total DNA, 
and the dense (minor) satellite to 5% of the DNA. Different molar 
ratios of actinomycin D and DNA achieved different resolution of these 
satellite bands from mainband DNA in analytical CsCl gradients (Fig. 2). 
Isolation of satellite DNAs: 
Purification of the major satellite in actinomycin D-CsCl gradients 
was achieved by pooling appropriate fractions from two successive 
gradients. A series of three preparative actinomycin D-CsCl gradients 
was necessary to purify the minor satellite. The concentration of 
actinomycin D relative to that of DNA was adjusted according to the 
relationship described in Fig. 2. 
Characterization of satellite DNAs : 
Major satellite DNA. This satellite when centrifuged in neutral 
CsCl, after removal of the antibiotic, forms a single sharp band at 
density 1.708 g/cc (Fig. 3a) and thus corresponds to the satellite 
observed in neutral CsCl gradients of total DNA in both density and 
amount. In alkaline CsCl gradients a broad peak at density 1.760 g/cc 
is formed (Fig. 3c). The buoyant density of 1.708 g/cc in neutral 
CsCl corresponds to a GC content of 49.0% (Mandel et al., 1968). This 
agrees well with the estimate of 48.3% GC derived from the melting 
profile (T = 89°c) of this satellite (Mandel and Marmur, 1968). The 
ID 
thermal denaturation profile is steep and monophasic (Fig. 4) indicat-
ing this fraction to be homogeneous. Reassociation of denatured 
satellite upon cooling from l00°c to 25°c results in the regaining 
of 80% hypochromicity. The melting profile of the reassociated DNA 
is biphasic; the fraction which exhibits a low hyperchromicity over 
the temperature range 20-70°c has the melting characteristics of 
single stranded DNA and must correspond in large part to the DNA 
which failed to reassociate upon cooling; the fraction showing a 
large hyperchromic shift has a broader melting profile than native 
DNA, and the T is decreased by s0 c. This 6T indicates 3% 
m ID 
sequence mismatching in the renatured molecules (Ullman and McCarthy, 
1973). Analytical centrifugation of renatured 1.708 satellite DNA 
shows a single sharp peak at density 1.712 g/cc (Fig. 3b) - this 
density increase is consistent with the mismatching of bases inferred 
from the decreased T of renatured molecules. The absence of any 
ID 
single stranded DNA peaks (p = 1.713-1.723 g/cc) in equilibrium 
gradients indicates that the single stranded regions suggested in 
melting experiments must be covalently attached to reannealed 
sequences. 
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Analysis of the renaturation kinetics of this satellite indicates 
that it is a highly repeated DNA - it is 50% renatured at a Ct value of 
0 
2 x 10- 2 mol.sec./litre, (in 0.12 M phosphate buffer) which corresponds 
to a complexity of 1000 nucleotide pairs (Britten and Kohne, 1968). A 
modified second order plot (Morrow, 1974) of the renaturation data is 
shown in Figure 5. The data points for the initial 60% of the reaction 
do not deviate from a best fit modified second order curve, however 
significant deviation from this curve occurs for the later parts of the 
reaction. This deviation suggests that more than a single component is 
present in the reaction. In order to test whether this type of re-
naturation behaviour is typical of highly repeated DNAs, rather than a 
property of the 1.708 satellite DNA, published renaturation data of 
mouse satellite (Bond et al., 1967) were submitted to this type of 
analysis. For this satellite DNA, the renaturation data points do not 
deviate from a best fit modified second order curve throughout the 
extent of renaturation. Thus renaturation analysis suggests that real 
sequence heterogeneity exists within the 1.708 satellite DNA; however it 
is not possible to infer from the kinetics whether this heterogeneity 
results from extensive random mutation in a basic sequence or whether 
there are several different well conserved sequences. 
Minor satellite DNA. In neutral CsCl gradients this satellite 
bands at a density of 1.698 g/cc; hence it is a cryptic satellite with 
a native density similar to mainband DNA. Figure 6a shows this satellite 
in an actinomycin D-CsCl gradient where its purity can be monitored - it 
has not been possible to obtain this satellite DNA free of the sequences 
which appear as a light shoulder in the equilibrium gradient. In 
alkaline gradients the satellite resolves into light and heavy strands 
at densities 1.725 g/cc and 1.775 g/cc respectively (Fig. 6c). The 
contaminating sequences observed in native DNA are not resolved in 
alkaline gradients which may mean that they are covalently attached to 
the satellite sequences, however the characteristic broadening of DNA 
bands which occurs in alkaline gradients could obscure such a minor 
fraction were it not covalently attached. The thermal denaturation 
profile confirms the heterogeneity of this fraction - there are several 
early melting components (T = 70°C, T = 79°C) which contribute 11% of 
m m 
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the hyperchromicity, and the bulk of the DNA melts over a narrow tempera-
ture range with a T of 85°C (Fig. 7). The melting profile of reassociated 
m 
satellite DNA is biphasic - the initial 10% of the hyperchromic shift 
attributable to single stranded DNA, and the remaining 90% resulting 
from denaturation of reassociated sequences. Sequence heterogeneity 
within the reassociated molecules is suggested by the lowered T (~T = 
m m 
3°C) and broader melting profile relative to native DNA. Renatured 
satellite DNA forms a single sharp peak at density 1.703 g/cc (Fig. 6b) 
in neutral CsCl. The absence of any density heterogeneity in the 
renatured DNA suggests that the contaminating sequences are covalently 
linked to the satellite DNA. 
This satellite renatures rapidly with a 50% loss of hyperchromicity 
at a Ct value of 1 x 10-3 mol.sec./litre, corresponding to a complexity 
0 
of 200 nucleotide pairs. Analysis of the renaturation kinetics shows 
that to 75% renaturation the reaction does not deviate from a best fit 
modified second order rate curve (Fig. 8) (Morrow, 1974). The deviation 
from modified second order kinetics observed in the later parts of the 
reaction could be due to the contaminating DNA sequences known to be 
present - however it may reflect sequence heterogeneity within the 
satellite DNA. 
Location of satellite DNAs in the genome : 
Nuclear DNA, isolated by the described procedure, has an average 
length of 45 kilobases (kb). The yield of satel lite DNAs f rom pre-
parative gradients of this DNA are 15.4% and 3.5% for the 1.708 satellite 
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and the minor satellite respectively. The yields of satellites from DNA 
sheared to 4.5 kb are 16.0% and 3.6%. Since reduction of the mean 
molecule length by an order of magnitude does not increase the yield of 
either satellite sequence it is likely that each exists in long homo-
geneous blocks (> 45 kb in length), rather than as short segments 
interspersed among other sequences. This conclusion is supported by 
cytological data. 
3H-cRNAs synthesized on satellite DNA templates were hybridized 
in situ to interphase and metaphase nuclei from leucocyte culture. The 
1.708 satellite-cRNA hybridizes to one or two specific areas of the 
interphase nuclei. These correspond to regions of heterochromatin 
observed in untreated preparations. In metaphase cells the isotope is 
localized to the centromere regions of all autosomes in the complement 
(Fig. 9b). There is some evidence of hybridization to the sex chromo-
some centromeres in very heavily labelled cells, however these sequences 
amount to only 0.3% of the total 1.708 satellite DNA (determined from 
grain counts). 3H-cRNA to the heavy strand of the minor satellite DNA 
also localizes to several specific heterochomatic regions in interphase 
nuclei. This cRNA hybridized to the centromeric regions of all chromo-
somes of the complement, autosomes and sex chromosomes (Fig. 10a). 
Since all chromosomes in the complement can be identified, it is 
possible to determine the relative abundance of satellite DNA sequences 
on different chromosomes. A one-way analysis of variance of the number 
of grains on each autosome pair shows that for both satellite DNAs there 
is an uneven distribution of sequences within the complement (Table 1). 
There is a highly significant difference between the amount of minor 
satellite DNA sequences present on the X and Y sex chromosomes. 
A distinction has been observed between the autosomes and sex 
chromosomes in the heterochromatin distribution as defined by barium 
hydroxide denaturation of chromosomes followed by Giemsa staining 
(C-banding, Sumner, 1972). After this treatment, only the centromeric 
r gions of the autosornes are darkly staining, however there is no 
differentiation along the length of the sex chromosomes, they are 
entirely darkly staining (Fig. 10b). Hayman and Martin (1974) have 
reported that denaturation and staining of chromosomes, (Pardue and 
Gall, 1970; Arrighi and Hsu, 1971) reveals areas of constitutive 
heterochromatin at the centromeres of all chromosomes of the complement, 
and also a large region on the long arm of the X chromosome adjacent 
to the secondary constriction. The minor satellite is present in the 
sex chromosome centromere regions but there is no evidence for localiza-
tion to the distal region of the X chromosome. 
DISCUSSION 
In this analysis two separate approaches have been used in an 
attempt to define the homogeneity of isolated satellite fractions -
the melting characteristics of native and reassociated DNA, and the 
renaturation behaviour of the DNA. Sequence heterogeneity of both 
satellite fractions is reflected in the reduced slope and lowered T 
in the denaturation profile of reassociated DNA relative to native 
m 
DNA. These properties are similar to those reported for other 
satellites which have been examined in this way, e.g. mouse, 6T = 5° 
m 
in 1 x SSC (Bond et al., 1967), Cancer borealis, 6T = 3°C in 0.02 M 
m 
phosphate buffer, Gecarinus lateralis, 6T = 10°C in 0.02 M phosphate 
m 
buffer (Gray and Skinner, 1974), and D. virilis 6T = l.5°C, and 3°C 
m 
in 1 x SSC (Gall and Atherton, 1974). The thermal denaturation data 
indicate that less sequence mismatching occurs in reassociated sequences 
of the minor satellite than in the 1.708 satellite. The estimated 
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C t 1 values of these satellites may reflect differences in the length 0 2 
of the basic repeated sequence, however it is possible that the 
higher value for the 1.708 satellite DNA actually reflects the 
effects of greater sequence mismatching on the reassociation properties 
of this satellite (Southern, 1971). The Ct, values are of the order 
0 2 
of those reported for mouse satellite (Waring and Britten, 1966) and 
kangaroo rat (Fry et al., 1973) but much higher than those for the 
Drosophila virilis (Gall and Atherton, 1973) and Drosophila meZanogaster 
satellites (Peacock et al., 1973). 
The data from denaturation and renaturation analyses, although 
providing evidence for sequence heterogeneity in each satellite 
fraction, do not provide information as to the distribution of the 
heterogeneous sequences in the satellite DNAs; the mismatching could 
be a consequence of randomly mutated bases in the basic repeat 
sequence, or it could be the result of improper pairing of highly 
conserved sequence isomers of the basic repeat sequences (Brutlag 
and Peacock, 1975). At present there is no direct evidence to dis-
tinguish between these alternatives. Analysis of the satellite 
DNAs using several restriction endonucleases is in progress and the 
results suggest that there is very little random mutation within the 
restriction sites which occur regularly in the satellite DNAs. 
The chromosomal distributions of the two satellite DNAs in the 
complement differentiate the sex chromosomes (which have sequences 
of only the minor satellite at the centromeres) from the autosomes 
(which have both satellites in the centromeric heterochromatin). The 
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sex chromosomes also differ from the autosomes after barium hydroxide 
treatment of the chromosomes - they appear heterochromatic along their 
entire length while the autosomes have well defined blocks of centromeric 
heterochromatin. In calf chromosomes, the autosomes show centromeric 
heterochromatin after C-banding, and have satellite sequences 
located at the centromere, however the sex chromosomes lack satellite 
sequences and show no constitutive heterochromatin by the C-banding 
technique (Kurnit et al.~ 1973). In mouse the Y chromosome does not 
have centromerically located satellite DNA nor does it show centromeric 
C-bands (Pardue and Gall, 1970; Hsu et al., 1971). 
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Although the analysis of satellite DNA distribution between chromo-
somes within the complement is crude, it provides information which may 
be useful when assessing possible functions for highly repeated DNA. It 
has been suggested that this type of DNA functions in chromosome recogni-
tion (Brutlag and Peacock, 1975). Data indicating that the order and 
amount of satellite DNAs is distinct for each chromosome pair would 
comply to such an hypothesis. The significant difference between the 
amounts of satellite sequences on the X and Y chromosomes may determine 
a special sex chromosome behaviour within the nucleus. In mouse where 
there is a similar disparity between amounts of satellite present on the 
X and Y chromosomes there is special meiotic behaviour for these sex 
chromosomes (Painter, 1923; Melander and Knudsen, 1953). There is no 
knowledge of whether similar meiotic behaviour occurs for the sex 
chromosomes in Macropus rufogiseus. 
Neither of these satellite DNAs is localized in the large block of 
constitutive heterochromatin (defined by Giemsa banding, and asynchronous 
replication) situated on the distal long arm of the X chromosome. It is 
possible that this heterochromatin is composed of highly repetitive DNA 
which does not form a density satellite distinct from the mainband DNA. 
At present the total rapidly renaturing DNA from M. rufogriseus is being 
isolated and characterized in order to test this hypothesis. It will be 
of interest to determine whether non-centromeric heterochromatin is 
distinct from centromeric heterochromatin in its sequence conformation. 
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SUMMARY 
Two distinct satellite DNAs, amounting to 25% of the total DNA, 
were isolated from the nuclei of the red-necked wallaby, Macropus 
rufogriseus. The physical properties of native, single-stranded and 
reassociated molecules were studied in buoyant-density gradient centri-
fugation. The homogeneity of each satellite fraction was examined using 
melting characteristics of native and reassociated DNA, and renaturation 
kinetics. These data suggest that sequence heterogeneity exists in both 
fractions. Each satellite fraction was found by in situ hybridization 
to be localized in heterochromatin of interphase nuclei and in the 
centromeric regions of metaphase chromosomes. The chromosomal distribu-
tions of the two satellite DNAs differentiate the sex chromosomes, which 
have sequences of only one satellite, from the autosomes which have 
sequences of both satellites in the centromeric heterochromatin. Giemsa 
C-banding techniques also showed a differentiation of the centromeric 
regions of sex chromosomes from those of the autosomes. 
Chromosome pair 
1.708 satellite 
3 -H-cRNA: x 
SE 
Minor satellite 
3 -H-cRNA: x 
SE 
TABLE 1 
Amount of satellite DNA at the centromere of chromosomes in the complement 
1 2 3 4 
4.33 3.31 3.47 4.19 
0.28 0.27 0.30 0.27 
5 
3.78 
0.25 
6 
3.36 
0.23 
7 
3.39 
0.29 
F - ratio 
= 2.41 > F(6,273)(.95) 
5.25 3.20 4.38 6.40 
0.32 0.32 0.32 0.33 
3.95 
0.31 
4.23 
0.33 
4.37 
0.29 
F - ratio= 10.44 > F(6,273)(0.995) 
X 
3.80 
0.56 
y 
0.40 
0.14 
t(25) = 5 · 73 > t(25, .995) 
Numb er of grains located at the centromeres of each chromosome pair in the complement. The statist i cs 
were calculated from grain counts for twenty metaphase plates after cytological hybridization using 
1.708 satellite 3H-cRNA, or minor satellite 3H-cRNA. A one way analysis of variance was used to test 
for significant differences between autosome pairs. At-test was used to test for differences between 
the X and Y chromosomes 
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CHAPTER III 
AN ANALYSIS OF MACROPUS RUFOGRISEUS SATE LL ITE DNA USING 
RESTRICTION ENDONUCLEASES 
INTRODUCTION 
In Macropus rufogriseus, the Australian red-necked wallaby, 
at least 25% of the nuclear DNA is composed of highly repeated 
sequences which occur as two distinct satellite fractions in 
equilibrium density gradients. These have been isolated and 
characterized (Dunsmuir, 1976). The results from molecular 
reassociation and thermal denaturation studies indicate primary 
sequence heterogeneity within each satellite fraction; however, it 
is not possible to infer the nature of the heterogeneity from these 
analyses. Sequence differentiation may be derived from a basic 
repeated sequence by random mutation as suggested for satellite DNAs 
in guinea pig (Southern, 1970), mouse (Biro et al., 1975), and the 
wood mouse Apodemus sylvaticus (Cooke, 1975). Such random sequence 
divergence would indicate that the primary sequence is unimportant 
for satellite DNA functions. Walker (1971) proposed that it is the 
amount of satellite DNA at the centromere which confers an advantage 
at meiosis on the chromosome carrying it. Although there is evidence 
that the nature and amount of heterochromatin at the centromere alters 
t he properties of the centromere at meiosis (Lindsley and Novitski, 
1958), there is no evidence that the primary sequence of the DNA in 
the heterochromatin is unimportant in this phenomenon. 
It may be that the sequence heterogeneity reflected by base mis-
matching in renatured molecules results f rom there being very regular 
base sequence alterations throughout the satellite DNA. Brutlag and 
Peacock (1975) have shown that there are highly conserved isomers of 
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a basic repeating sequence in several satellite DNAs of Drosophila 
melanogaster. For one satellite there is evidence that the isomers 
occur in separate arrays, probably in different molecules. Such 
specific sequence organization argues that the primary sequence is 
critical to the function of satellite DNA. Brutlag and Peacock (1975) 
have proposed that satellite DNA functions in chromosome specificity 
and recognition, with both primary sequence and the arrangement of 
the primary sequences being of importance. 
The experiments reported here examine the sequence structure of 
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the two satellite DNAs in Macropus rufogriseus. Sequence specific 
restriction endonucleases (Meselson et al ., 1972) have been used to 
elucidate the long-range primary sequence organization of the satellites, 
and to examine whether the sequence differentiation inferred from 
physical characterization is randomly distributed throughout the DNA, 
or whether it is regular. The results are consistent with there being 
some random base alterations within the satellite DNAs, however there 
is also evidence for ordered sequence differentiation within one of 
the satellites. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
DNA isolation and fractionation: 
The isolation of nuclear DNA and purification of the two satellite 
fractions used in this analysis were by methods described in detail 
previously (Dunsmuir, 1976). The purity of satellite fractions was 
routinely monitored in analytical equilibrium density gradients. 
Restriction endonucleases: 
The EcoRI , BamI, and Hind III enzymes were a gift from 
Dr. Bentley Atchison. EcoRI was prepared from Escherichia coli strain 
RY13 (RTF-1), essentially as described by Yoshimori (1971). Puri-
fication of BamI from Bacillus amyZol ique faciens H was by a 
modification of the method of Roberts et al . (1975), and Hind III 
from Haemcphilus influenzae d was prepared according to Smith and 
Wilcox (1970). HaeIII was a gift from Dr. W.J. Peacock. 
Restriction endonuclease reactions: 
One to three micrograms (1 to 3 µg) of DNA in 50 µl of appropriate 
buffer was digested generally for 3 hrs at 37°c. The quantity of 
enzyme used was determined as the minimum amount which gave a pattern 
with the satellite DNA that was unaltered by additional enzyme or 
prolonged incubation at 37°c. EcoRI reactions contained 100 mM 
NaCl, 20 mM MgC12 ; BamI and Hind III contained 6 mM Tris.HCl pH 7.4, 
6 mM MgC1 2 , 6 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, and HaeIII contained 10 mM Tris. 
HCl pH 7.6, 6 mM MgC12 , 70 mM NaCl, 1 mM NaP04 buffer, 0.3 mg/ml 
Bovine Serum Albumin-fraction V and 6 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. Re-
actions were stopped by freezing. 
Agarose gel electrophoresis: 
Agarose was boiled in the electrophoresis buffer, 40 mM Tris.CH3 • 
0 COOH pH 8.4, 20 mM CH3 .coo.Na, 2 mM EDTA, then when cooled to 60 C, 
ethidium bromide (0.5 µg/ml) was added and the solution poured into 
stoppered plastic tubes (0.6 cm x 14 cm). DNA samples containing 5% 
glycerol and the marker bromophenol blue were layered onto the gels 
and electrophoresed for 2-4 hrs at a constant current of 4 mA/gel. 
Ethidium bromide (0.5 µg/ml) was also added to the running buffer. 
The gels were illuminated with an ultraviolet lamp (Mineralight 
UVS-11) and photographed on Polaroid 105 sheet film with a Kodak 
yellow filter(# 15). Negatives were scanned on a Joyce-Loebl 
microdensitometer. 
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Molecular weight and length estimations : 
The length of DNA segments in a band was estimated from its 
mobility relative to bands of marker DNA, either A DNA, or ~80 
DNA, when electrophoresed under identical conditions (Helling et al., 
197 4). Positions of the bands of the marker DNAs were plotted 
against the logarithm of the molecular weight and this plot used to 
determine the size of the unknown bands from the distance it had 
migrated. 
The relative amounts of DNA fragments were determined by cutting 
out, and weighing peaks from the microdensitometer tracings. 
Elution of DNA from gels: 
DNA was recovered from gel slices by passing the slice in 0.5 ml 
NaCl (0.5 M) through #18 syringe needle several times, then incubating 
0 the slurry at 60 C for 4 hrs. The agarose was pelleted at 3000 r.p.m., 
the supernatant dialyzed extensively, and concentrated by rotary 
evaporation. 
Sucrose gradients : 
Ten to forty per cent (10-40%) sucrose gradients were used to 
isolate fragments after enzyme digestion. Sucrose (Schwarz/Mann 
ultra pure) was dissolved in 1 M NaCl, 10 mM Tris. HCl pH 8.4, 1 mM 
EDTA. Gradients were centrifuged for 16 hrs at 37000 r.p.m. ln a SW-41 
rotor, then fractions collected by upward displacement. 
Filter hybridization: 
0.2 µ g of purified DNA was loaded onto 24 mm Sartorius membrane 
filters (0.4 µ pore size) which had been extensively washed in 4 x SSC, 
[SSC : 0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M Na citrate]. The DNA sample in 2 ml 
4 x SSC was denatured by adding 0.15 ml KOH (1 M) at 25°c for 10 mins, 
then neutralized with 0.15 ml HCl (1 M) just prior to loading. The 
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solutions were loaded without vacuum, then the filters washed with 
10 ml 3 x SSC under low pressure, and dried in a vacuum oven at 60°C 
for 10 hrs. Filters were hybridized in 1 ml of 3 x SSC, 50% formamide 
32 3 5 
containing 2 µl of P- and H-labelled complementary RNAs (1.2 x 10 
0 
cpm/µl), at 35 C for 3 hrs. They were washed in 3 x SSC, 50% formamide, 
twice in 3 x SSC, then treated with RNAse A (100 µg/ml) and T1 (20 units/ 
ml) for 30 mins at 37°c, and finally extensively washed in 2 x SSC 
prior to being dried and counted. 
RESULTS 
The restriction endonucleases used in this work are listed in 
Table 1, together with their specific cleavage sequences, and the 
expected frequency of occurrence of the sequence in M. rufogriseus 
DNA. However for satellite DNAs it is expected that the restriction 
site is either absent from the repeating sequence, in which case the 
DNA will be resistant to cleavage; or if the restriction sequence is 
part of a repeating unit, then enzyme digestion will reduce the DNA 
to a population of molecules with lengths corresponding to the spacing 
of the restriction sequence. 
Analysis of total nuclear DNA with restriction endonucleases: 
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The results of EcoRI, Barnl, and Hind III endonuclease digestion of 
total nuclear DNA are shown in Plate I. DNA migrating at the limiting 
mobility on the 1% agarose gels [indicating lengths greater than 20,000 bp, 
(He lling et al., 1974)] amounted to 16.8 ± 1.2% of the total DNA after 
EcoRI digestion, and 20.1 ± 1.6% after Hind III digestion. It was 
not possible to accurately quantitate the BamI spared fraction since 
it was not well resolved from the bulk of the DNA. 
In each of the digests distinct bands were visibly superimposed 
upon a continuous distribution of fragments. The sizes of the DNA in 
each band were estimated relative to A DNA fragments or ~80 fragments 
r 
{Helling et al., 1974) - these are summarized in Table 2. There are 
several bands with identical mobilities common to all digests; 
however, their relative proportions in the total DNA vary with different 
enzymes. It was not possible to accurately quantitate the DNA present 
in different bands since they were superimposed upon a continuous 
distribution of fragments. 
Analysis of isolated satellite DNAs with restriction endonucleases: 
BamI restriction endonuclease with 1.?08 satellite DNA. - The 
1.708 satellite is resolved into five distinct bands when digested with 
BamI enzyme (Plate II). Prolonged incubation, together with addition 
of further enzyme does not alter this pattern, indicating the bands 
to be complete digestion products. The DNA fragments of the three 
smallest bands were estimated to be 1800, 3800 and 5600 base pairs (hp) 
from their mobilities relative to A DNA fragments. That the larger 
bands are exact multiples of the basic restriction fragment length of 
1800 bp was confirmed by isolating the DNA from larger bands in partial 
digests, then submitting it to further cleavage (to completion) -
each band was digested into fragments of all smaller band classes. 
This result, as well as indicating the direct size relationship betwen 
the DNA of each band, also provides some insight into the arrangement 
of the restriction fragments within the satellite. Since the 
trimer band from a partial digest, when completely digested, produces 
monomer and dimer fragments, there must be interspersion of these 
fragments in the satellite DNA. Complete digestion of a tetramer 
from a partial to give some trimers indicates interspersion of trime rs 
with monomers also. Thus the BamI restriction sequence occurs through-
out the 1.708 satellite at intervals of 1800 bp, or at intervals which 
are multiples of this basic fragment size - the longer fragments 
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(dimers, trimers, etc.) do not occur in long homogeneous blocks, but 
are interspersed with the monomer fragments in some of the satellite 
DNA. 
A similar pattern of long range periodicity has been found in 
mouse satellite DNA after digestion with EcoRII. Southern (1975) 
has proposed that the restriction site was once distributed at a 
regular interval throughout the entire satellite; however, random 
base mutation has inactivated some sites, producing fragments which 
are multiples of the basic length (240 bp). 
this model are: 
The predictions of 
(a) random interspersion of larger fragments with monomers; 
(b) the relative frequency of fragments of each size should 
fit a distribution function for random inactivation of 
sites (Slack, 1974); and 
(c) there would be no differentiation between the primary 
sequences of the fragments of each size class. 
The proportions of monomers, dimers etc. in complete digests of 
1. 708 satellite DNA were measured from densitometer tracings of 
photographs of gels and they are consistent with random inactivation 
of restriction sites (Figure 1 and Legend for method of calculation). 
The fraction of inactive restriction sites was estimated as 27%. 
Since the BamI sequence is 6 bp, this corresponds to a divergence 
rate of 5% per base pair. The estimate of base sequence divergence 
from studies on the thennal stability of renatured 1.708 satellite 
DNA is 3% (Dunsmuir, 1976). 
The primary sequences of monomer and dimer fragments were compared 
in competition hybridization experiments. Purified monomer and dimer 
DNAs were iil11Ilobilized on separate sets of nitrocellulose filters, then 
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32 incubated together in solutions containing P-labelled complementary 
3 RNA of the monomer fragments, and H-labelled cRNA of the dimer 
fragments. Primary sequence differences between monomer and dimer 
fragments would be reflected by differences in the ratio of 3H to 32P 
counts bound to the monomer or dimer DNAs. Table 3 gives a summary 
of the results obtained in several experiments of this type. There 
appears to be no primary sequence differentiation between the BamI 
monomer and dimer fragments. 
The results are consistent with the hypothesis that there has 
been some random inactivation of BamI restriction sites in the 1.708 
satellite DNA. Inactivation could be due to mutation or modification 
of bases. In mouse (Salomon et al., 1969) and kangaroo rat (Fry et al., 
1973) methylation of the C nucleotides occurs preferentially in 
satellite DNAs. 
Hind III, EcoRI and HaeIII restriction endonucleases with 1.708 
satellite DNA: 
The 1.708 satellite is largely resistant to cleavage by Hind III 
and EcoRI; however a fraction of the DNA is cleaved into fragments 
with mobilities identical to the BamI, monomer, dimer and trimer 
fragments (Plate II). The cleaved fraction amounts to 20% of the 
satellite DNA with Hind III and 5% with EcoRI. Each of these enzymes 
differentiates the 1.708 satellite into two fractions - that DNA in 
which the restriction sequence is absent over lengths of at least 
10,000 bp, and that DNA with the restriction site at 1800 bp 
intervals, or multiples of that length. 
These distribution patterns of enzyme restriction sequences are 
not consistent with a simple random mutation hypothesis. If extensive 
random inactivation of regularly distributed sites (1800 bp) had 
occurred so that a large fraction of the DNA became resistant to 
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cleavage, then the frequencies of DNA remaining in the small fragment 
classes would decrease with decreasing fragment size (monomers . < dimers 
< trimers). A siwilar pattern is expected if random mutation were 
to introduce restriction sites (by single base alterations in a "Hind-
like" sequence) in an already existing 1800 bp repeating unit (Horz 
et al ., 1974; Southern, 1975). Neither of these models predicts a 
distribution which fits the observed pattern. 
An alternate model is that within the cleaved fraction, the 
pattern observed could have been generated by random inactivation 
of sites. The frequencies of monomers, dimers and trimers conform 
to this expectation, and the estimate of sequence divergence from 
the relative proportions of the fragments in the Hind III cleaved 
fraction of the satellite agrees with that from the BamI analysis -
5% (Figure 2). 
In partial Hind III digests of 1.708 satellite DNA, tetramers 
and penta.mers of the 1800 bp fragment were detected; this indicates 
t lia t the Hind III fragments occur together in lengths of at least 
10,000 bp. It is difficult to demonstrate this clustering of Hind III 
sites over longer regions since the mean length of isolated 1.708 
satellite DNA is 5 µ, (15,000 bp). 
The results with EcoRI and Hind III enzymes indicate that the 
1. 708 satellite is differentiated into two sequence classes. For 
the Hind III site there is evidence for segmental organization of 
these classes within the DNA; the EcoRI sites may well have a similar 
organization, however the reduced frequency of these sites makes it 
difficult to detect tetramer and pentamer fragments above the level 
of background DNA in partial digests. 
A different pattern is generated by HaeIII digestion of 1.708 
DNA (Plate II). The lengths of the DNA fragments do not fit a simple 
arithmetic series as do the Baml generated fragments. The absence of 
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a direct size relationship between the different fragments indicates 
that the pattern has not been generated by inactivation of a regularly 
distributed restriction sequence : it suggests that there is a further 
type of ordered sequence differentiation within the 1.708 satellite 
DNA. The relationships between the different fragments cannot be 
determined at present since information is available only of their 
lengths (Table 4}. 
It should be possible to determine the relationships between the 
various differentiated fractions of the 1.708 satellite by examining 
sequential enzyme digestions of separated fractions. A comparison 
of HaeIII digestion of Hind III and EcoRI spared and cleaved fractions 
will provide a detailed map of the long range organization within 
the satellite DNA - these results could show segmental differentiation 
4 into at least sixteen sequence classes (2 ). 
Restriction endonuclease cleavage of minor satellite DNA: 
The minor satellite is resistant to cleavage by Barn! and Hind II I 
enzymes. Complete digestion with EcoRI enzyme resolves two bands 
on agarose gels (Plate III). The sizes of these bands, estimated 
relative to ~80 DNA fragments are 220 bp and 440 bp; they amount to 
84.5 ± 1.2% and 15.5 ± 1.2% respectively of the isolated satellite. 
Partial digestion resolves a series of bands - if the third band is 
isolated then completely digested with additional enzyme it is cleaved 
into monomer and dimer fragments - this indicates that there is inter-
spersion of the two fragments in the satellite DNA. However, on the 
basis of the proportions of these two fragments there must be stretches 
of pure monomers, at least 1000 bp long throughout the satellite. 
Competition hybridization experiments, similar to those described 
for comparison of the Barn! fragments, did not detect any differentiation 
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between the pr j mary sequences of the EcoRI monomer and dimer fragments 
of the minor satellite DNA (Table 5). 
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The data are consistent with the hypothesis that the EcoRI restriction 
sequence was regularly distributed at 220 bp intervals throughout the 
minor satellite DNA, and random alterations in some restriction sites 
have occurred. Given the frequencies of monomers and dimers, then 
3% of the DNA is expected as trim£r frag~euts (Slack, 1974) - since 
label]ed DNA was not used it is possible that this fraction was un-
detected. An estjmated 1.4% base sequence divergence could have 
generated the observed pattern; the estimate from the reduced thermal 
stability in renatured molecules is 1.5% (Dunsmuir, 1976). 
The available data do not support the notion of segmental differ-
entiation within the minor satellite DNA. However other restriction 
enzyues way revE0l segmental differentiation within the minor satellite, 
as the Hind III, EcoRI and HaeIII enzymes have within 1.708 satellite 
DNA. 
DISCUSSION 
The distribution pattern of the BamI restriction sequence in the 
1. 708 satellite DNA of M. rufogriseus is similar to that reported for 
the EcoRII sequence in mouse satellite DNA (Southern, 1975). This 
pattern may also apply to the EcoRI restrictior.. sequence in the minor 
~ci te]Jite DNA of M. rufogriseus. Such a distribution of sites is 
consistent with the hypothesis that random base mutations may occur 
within a satellite DNA - however random methylation of bases would 
have the same effect. 
The fact that sequence alterations are randomly distributed argues 
against segmental differentiation of sequences within the satellite 
DNAs. Therefore even though these satellite DNAs occur en more than 
one chron:.osome tLey do not appear to be differentiated into fractions as 
would be expected if a chromosome specific dis tribution of sequences 
were functional in homologous chromosome recognition (Brutlag and 
Peacock, 1975). 
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Yet within the 1.708 satellite DNA, the distribution of the Hind III, 
EcoRI and HaeIII restriction sequences does indicate differentiation 
into sequence classes which cannot be derived from random alterations; 
for the Hind III enzyme there are data which suggest the restriction 
sequences are clustered in long sequences. Similar patterns of 
restriction sequences have been reported in mouse satellite DNA, 
guinea pig a satellite DNA (Herz et al; 1974; Southern, 1975) and 
D. melanogaster (Manteuil et al., 1975; Shen et al., 1976) indicating 
there may be sequence differentiation in these satellites also. 
Each of the restriction endonucleases BamI, Hind III and EcoRI 
cleave some 1.708 satellite DNA at 1800 bp intervals; however that 
fraction of the DNA which is cleaved differs for each enzyme. If the 
less frequent sites have been introduced after the multiplication 
step which produced the principal long order periodicity of the 
satellite (1800 bp), amplified by additional multiplication steps, 
then random base alterations inactivated some restriction sites, the 
patterns of BamI, Hind III and EcoRI digestions of 1.708 satellite 
DNA could occur. Southern has proposed such a model for satellite 
DNA evolution (1970, 1975). 
Differentiation of this type within a single satellite fraction 
could result in a chromosome specific arrangement of sequences for 
homologous chromosome recognition. In many species there are indications 
of chromosome specific arrangement of satellite DNAs (calf, Kurnit 
et al ., 1974; kangaroo rat, Prescott et al., 1973; humans, Jones et al., 
1974; D. melanogaster~ Brutlag and Peacock, 1975). However, in those 
species with large chromosome numbers there seems too few different 
satellite fractions for absolute chromosomal specificity of arrangement. 
In M. rufogriseus, the minor satellite has been localized to the 
centromeric heterochromatin of all chromosomes in the complement 
(7 pairs of autosomes and X, Y sex chromosomes). The 1.708 satellite 
occurs at the centromeric heterochromatin of only the autosomes 
which differ with respect to each other in the relative amount of 
satellite sequences present (Dunsmuir, 1976). However, these 
differences may not be sufficient for absolute specificity of each 
autosome pair. 
It is at this level that sequence classes within a single satellite 
fraction may be functional. Perhaps the Hind III-cleaved DNA is 
separate from the EcoRI-cleaved DNA and these are each localized to 
different autosomes. It appears, on the basis of Hind III, EcoRI 
and HaeIII restriction site distributions, that sufficient fractions 
could be differentiated within the 1.708 satellite to provide for 
chromosome specificity in organization of 1.708 sequences. 
A first test of this hypothesis will be to determine the relation-
ships between the different sequence classes generated by the restriction 
enzymes, and if they occur on separate molecules. 
Then it may be possible, using specific purified fractions, to 
determine chromosomal locations by using extremely stringent conditions 
in cytological hybridization. 
SUMMARY 
Restriction enzyme analyses of the two satellite DNAs of 
M. r uf ogriseus have revealed long range sequence organization in 
each fraction. The BamI enzyme cleaves 1.708 satellite DNA into 
fragments with lengths which are multiples of a 1800 bp repeating unit. 
The relative frequencies of the fragments in a given size class, their 
interspersion throughout the DNA, and the similarity of their primary 
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nucleotide sequences are consistent with the hypothesis that the 
distribution pattern has been derived from DNA originally containing 
restriction sites every 1800 bp, and that there has been random 
inactivation of approximately 27% of the sites. The distribution 
pattern of EcoRI restriction sequences in the minor satellite could 
res ult from random inactivation of 8% of the restriction sequences 
which occur at 220 bp intervals. 
The distribution of Hind III, EcoRI, and HaeIII restriction 
sites in the 1.708 satellite DNA are not consistent with a random 
mutation mechanism - they indicate a differentiation of fractions 
within the DNA. There is segmental organization of the Hind III 
restriction sequences in the satellite. This differentiation of 
sequences within a satellite DNA may function in chromosome specific 
arrangement of satellite sequences. 
58. 
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TABLE 1 
The expected density of restriction sites in 
M. rufogriseus DNA 
Endonuclease Restriction site M. rufogriseus 
EcoRI 
BamI 
GAATTC 
CTTAAG 
GGATCC 
CCTAGG 
Mainband 
(38% GC) 
6064 
11364 
Hind III AAGCTT 
TTCGAA 
6064 
HaeIII GGCC 
CCGG 
410 
The figures represent the number of base pairs expected 
on the average, between restriction sequences given a 
~C rontrnt of 38% and 49% for the minor and 1.708 
satellites respectively 
1.708 satellite 
(49% GC) 
3940 
4270 
3940 
256 
TABLE 2 
Major restriction bands in Macropus rufogriseus DNA 
Restriction endonuclease 
EcoRI Hind III BamI Band size (bp) 
+ + + >20,000 
+ 7,200 
+ + 5,400 
+- + + 3,600 
+ + + 1,800 
+ 1,410 
+ 1,030 
+ 780 
+ 540 
+ 440 
+ 220 
+ denotes where distinct bands could be detected above the background 
of DNA fragments. The sizes of the DNA in the bands were determined 
from their mobility relative to A and ~80 DNA bands generated by 
EcoRI digestion 
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TABLE 3 
A comparison of the BamI-monomer, and -dimer fragments 
of 1.708 satellite DNA 
DNA on filter 32P-cpm/ 3H-cpm bound to filters 
(a) Monomer 1.15 1.04 0.99 
(b) Dimer 1.40 0.98 0.96 
R . monomer;d. at10: 1mer 0.82 1.06 1.03 
The figures represent the ratio of 32P-monomer cRNA to 3H-dimer 
cRNA bound to DNA irmnobilized on nitrocellulose filters. 
Replicate filters were used for each point. Three independent 
experiments are detailed 
61. 
TABLE 4 
Restriction bands in 1.708 satellite DNA 
Restriction endonuclease 
BamI Hind III EcoRI HaeIII Band size (bp) 
+ + 20,000 
+ 9,000 
+ 7,200 
+ + S- ,"t,OO 
+ + + 3,600 
+ + + 1,800 
+ 790 
+ 720 
+ 590 
+ 540 
+ 420 
+ 360 
+ 280 
+ 110 
+ 40 
+ denotes a band. The sizes of the DNA in the bands were determined 
from their mobility relative to A and ¢ 80 bands generat ed by EcoRI 
digestion 
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( 
TABLE 5 
A comparison of the EcoRI-monomer and -dimer fragments 
of the minor satellite DNA 
DNA on filter 
Monomer 
Dimers 
Ratio: monomer/dimer 
32P-cpm/3H-cpm bound to filters 
2.25 
2.00 
1.12 
2.65 
2.61 
1.05 
1.50 
1.50 
1.00 
1.43 
1.30 
1.03 
The figures represent the ratio of 3H-monomer cRNA to 32P-dirner 
cRNA bound to DNA fragments immobilized on nitrocellulose filters. 
Replicate filters were used for each point. Four independent 
experiments are detailed 
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PLATE I: Total M. rufogris eus DNA digested with different restriction 
enzymes, . and marker DNAs digested with EcoRI. 
64. 
Left to right: ¢ 80 DNA and EcoRI, A DNA and EcoRI M. rufogriseus DNA -
undigested, EcoRI, BamI, Hind III. 
65. 
11 
I I I 
PLATE II: 1.708 satellite DNA digested with different restriction 
enzymes and marker DNA. Top to bottom: 1.708 satellite DNA -
undigested, EcoRI,Hind III, HaeIII, ¢ 80 DNA and EcoRI, 1.708 satellite 
DNA and BamI. 
PLATE III: Minor satellite DNA di gested with EcoRI and marker DNA. 
Top to bottom: ¢ 80 DNA and EcoRI , minor satellite DNA - complete 
digest, partial digest, undigested·. 
FIGURE 1 
(a) Microdensitometer tracing of 1.708 satellite DNA digested to 
completion with BamI and separated by electrophoresis on 0.7% 
agarose gels. 
(b) Calculation of the extent of 'divergence' in restriction sites 
and test for randomness of distribution (after Southern, 1975). 
Assume that dimers and longer fragments arise from divergence 
in the restriction sequence, and one basepair change in the 
sequence prevents enzyme cleavage. 
For random distribution of inactivated sites, the fraction of 
DNA in size class n (n = 1 for monomer) is given by: 
F(n) = nP(n-l) • (l-P) 2 
where Pis the fraction of inactivated sites. The plot of 
log [F(n)/n] versus (n-1) is a straight line (for random 
distribution) with slope log P, and intercept 2 log (1-P), 
(Slack, 1974). 
P calculated from the slope is 28.11% and from the intercept 
is 26.7%. 
If pis the probability of any basepair being altered, then the 
probability of no alteration for 6 consecutive basepairs is 
6 (1-p) • The probability that a BamI restriction site has been 
altered is 
6 P = 1 - (1-p) 
The two values of p calculated in this way are 5.4% from the 
intercept and 5.0% from the slope. 
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Cl!APTER IV 
RAPIDLY RENATURING DNA IN MACROPUS RUFOGRISEUS 
INTRODUCTION 
In many organisms, highly repetitive DNA fractions are not 
resolved as satellite bands in CsCl equilibrium gradients since their 
average GC content is not significantly different from that of the main-
band DNA (Bostock, 1971). However, if the total DNA is complexed with 
sequence specific binding agents such as metals, or antibiotics (Jensen 
and Davidson, 1966; Kersten e t al ., 1966), then cryptic satellite bands 
may be resolved in buoyant density gradients. 
In Macropus rufogriseus, the minor satellite DNA is undetectable 
to neutral CsCl equilibrium gradients, yet if the DNA is complexed 
with actinomycin D, this fraction is well resolved from the 1.708 
satellite DNA and from mainband DNA (Dunsmuir, 1976). It is possible 
that other highly repeated fractions occur in the DNA which are not 
resolved as satellite bands by the available sequence specific binding 
agents. 
An alternate technique is available to determine the amount of 
repeated sequence DNA present in the nuclear DNA. This technique is 
69. 
dependent upon the different renaturation rates of repeated, and unique 
sequence DNA . An analysis of renaturation kinetics may be used to 
determine the fraction of th genome present in different repeat frequency 
classes (Britten and Kohne, 1968) . It is possible to isolate those various 
fractions at specific times during th renaturation process by cl1romato-
graphy on hydroxylapatite (HAP) which allows the separation of single-
from double-stranded DNA (Britten et al ., 1974). 
Sine C t 1 va l ues were known for ach of the sat 11 lt c fractions, 0 >i 
it was possibl to <let rmin a C t roint for M. r u f n~7r/n r> u:: n11clcar DNA, 
0 
by which time both s:1 el]ite s , together w1 h any oLhcr r;ipidlv r c n;il11ring 
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DNA fraction would be doubl stranded and could be separated from the 
more slowly renaturing sequ nces. 
AC t < 0.1 (mole. s . litre-11 rapidly renaturing DNA fraction 
0 -
was isolated from total DNA and analysed in equilibrium density gradients 
and by hybridization with complementary RNA probes, synthesized from 
templates of purified native satellite DNAs. Two buoyant density 
fractions other than the 1.708 and minor satellites have been isolated. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
DNA isolation: 
The procedure for isolation of nuclear DNA and purification of 
satellite DNA fractions has been described previously (Dunsmuir, 1976). 
DNAs were extensively dialysed into 0.12 M phosphate buffer pll 6.8 
(equimolar Na2HP04 and NaH2Po4 ) prior to renaturation analysis and 
hydroxylapatite chromatography. 
Oeliea l determination of r apidly renaturing DNA fraction: 
M. rufogriseus DNA was sheared to a double-strand length of 
approximately 400 basepairs, then denatured by boiling for 2 mins. 
The denatured sample was incubated at 60°C (T - 25°C in 0.12 M phosphate 
m 
buffer) and the reduction in absorbance at 260 nm monitored every few 
seconds in a Gilford model 2000 spectrophotometer. The fraction of 
total DNA renatured at a selected Ct value was determined from the 
0 
decrease in absorbance that occurs as double strands are formed (fraction 
of the total hypochromicity). 
Separation of rapidly r enaturing DNA from slowly r enaturing DNA: 
Sheared DNA in 0.12 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, was denatured by 
boiling, incubated at 60°C to a Ct= 0.1 (mole. 
0 
-1 
sec. litre ), then 
immediately applied to a water jacketed hydroxylapatite column at 60°C. 
Single stranded DNA was eluted with washe s of 0.12 M phos phate buffer, 
pH 6.8, then double stranded DNA eluted with 0.5 M phosphate buffer. 
Fractions were dialysed into 10 rnM Tris. HCl, 1 rnM EDTA, pH 8.4, for 
subsequent equilibrium density gradient analysis. 
Shearing the DNA and determination of molecular weights: 
DNA at a concentration of 50-100 11g/ml in 0.12 M phosphate buffer, 
pH 6.8, was sheared by three passages through a French pressure cell at 
16,000 p.s.i. The molecular weight of the DNA was determined by sedi-
mentation analysis in 1 M NaCl according to the method of Studier (1965). 
Filter hybridization: 
The reaction for the synthesis of complementary RNAs to satellite 
DNAs, and isolated rapidly renaturing fractions has been described 
previously (Dunsmuir, 1976). Aliquots of fractions from preparative 
actinomycin D-CsCl gradients (25-50 µ1; 0.01 + 0.1 µg DNA) were loaded 
onto Sartorius nitrocellulose filters (0.45 µ pore size, 24 nnn diameter). 
The DNA was diluted into 2 ml 4 x SSC, then denatured with 0.15 ml KOH 
(1 M) at 25°C for 10 min. Samples were neutralized with 0.15 ml HCl 
(1 M) then loaded without vacuum. Filters were washed with 10 ml 3 x 
SSC, dried at 25°C for 30 min. then placed in a vacuum oven at 60°C for 
10 hrs. Hybridization in 3 x SSC, 50% formamide was for 3 hr at 35°C. 
5 The amount of cRNA in 1 ml of hybridization solution was 2-5 x 10 cpm. 
RESULTS 
Buoyant density analysis of rapidly renaturing DNA (C
0
t ~ 0.1): 
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When total nuclear DNA is renatured to a Ct= 0.1, the optical density 
0 
indicates that 28.4 ± 0.9% is double stranded. Since the two satellite 
fractions amount to 25% of the genome, it is likely that an additional 
highly repeated DNA fraction is present (3-4% of nucl ar DNA). However, 
the DNA isolated by HAP chromatography after renaturation Lo Ct= 0.1, 
0 
amounted to only 16.6 ± 1.6% of the total DNA, suggesting that some 
fraction of the DNA may be irreversihly bound to the hydroxylapatite. 
In neutral CsCl density gradients the isolated rapidly renaturing 
fraction from total DNA was resolved into two bands, and could be further 
resolved into three bands in actinomycin D- CsCl gradien t s (Figure 1). 
The buoyant density fractions present in the Ct ~ 0.1 DNA correspond 
0 
to those of native unfractionated DNA, yet the relative proportions 
are drastically altered. Some variation(± 10%) in the relative amount 
of the 1.618 buoyant density component occurred in different isolations. 
If renatured 1.708 satellite DNA was added to a sample of the 
rapidly renaturing DNA, the additional DNA cobanded with the 1.618 
density peak in actinomycin D- CsCl gradients. This result suggested 
that the 1.708 satellite sequences may be under-represented in the 
Ct~ 0.1 fraction since the peak amounted to only 6% of the total 
0 -
DNA, not the 20% expected. In order to test whether renatured 1.708 
sequences did have a potentiality of irreversible binding to hydroxyl-
apatite, identical amounts of native and renatured 1.708 DNA were applied 
to an HAP column and the eluted double stranded fractions compared in 
analytical buoyant density gradients (Figure 2). The renatured 
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sequences recovered amount to only 25% of the native sequences (estimated 
from areas of DNA peaks relative to a known amount of M. l ut eus marker DNA). 
This could then explain the depletion of 1.708 satellite sequences 
in the rapidly renaturing fraction, and also the discrepancy between 
optical and preparative estimates of the Ct< 0.1 fraction of the DNA. 
0 
Hybr idizat ion of satelli te cRNAs t o rapi dl y renaturing DNA : 
Complementary RNAs (labelled with 3H) to the two known satellite 
fractions were hybridized to DNA fractions from a preparative actinomycin D-
CsCl gradient of the HAP-isolated rapidly renaturing DNA. The results of 
filter hybridization experiments confirm the indicat i ons f rom the buoyant 
density analysis - the two principal den s ity componen t s (1 .618 and 1.657 
g/ cc) of the Ct < 0.1 DNA correspond to the 1.708 and mi nor s atellite DNAs. 
0 
There is a third buoyant density fraction (1 . 640 g/cc) which is 
distinct from these two satellite DNAs in sequence (Figure 3) . 
Hybridization of satellite cRN~s to a gradient of total nuclear DNA: 
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The position of the 1.708, and minor satellite sequences in actinomycin D-
CsCl gradients of total DNA were established by hybridization of 3H-
labelled complementary RNAs of each of the satellites to fractions from 
a preparative gradient (Figure 4). A minor amount of cross-hybridization 
occurs between the two satellite regions. This could indicate direct 
reassociation between the basic sequences of t he satellites, or it may 
simply reflect the covalent attachment of 1.708 and minor satellite 
sequences in some hybrid DNA molecules. In situ hybridization indicates 
that the satellites occur together at the centromeres of all autosomes 
in the complement; thus junction molecules containing both satellites 
would be expected, (Chapter 2). 
It is possible to isolate minor satellite sequences with a minimum 
of covalently attached mainband, or 1.708 sequences by taking very 
stringent cuts from successive actinomycin D-CsCl gradients; or by 
digesting a minor satellite fraction with the restriction enzyme EcoRI, 
then separating all other sequences from the basic minor satellite 
restriction fragments by electrophoresis on agarose gels (see Chapter 3). 
When 1.708 satellite cRNA is hybridized to such pure minor satellite 
sequences, there is no significant hybridization (Table 1). This result 
indicates there is no direct reassociation between minor satellite, and 
1.708 satellite sequences. The cross-hybridization which occurs in 
the preparative gradient therefore must reflect covalent attachment 
of the two satellites in junction molecules. 
Hybridization of rapidly renaturing DNA fractions to total nuclear DNA: 
Three fractions were separated from a preparative actinomycin D-CsCl 
gradient of the HAP-isolated rapidly renaturing component of total DNA 
(Figure 5). Labelled complementary RNAs were synthesized to each 
fraction and these cRNAs hybridized across an actinomycin D-CsCl 
gradient of total nuclear DNA (Figure 6). 
Fraction-A of the rapidly rena turing DNA (1.657 g/cc) hybridized 
to the minor satellite sequences in total DNA. This confirms that 
fraction-A of the Ct~ 0.1 DNA is equivalent to the minor satellite 
0 
DNA. 
Complementary RNA to fraction-B from the rapidly renaturing DNA 
hybridized largely to the minor satellite region in total DNA, however 
some hybridization to a mainband buoyAnt density species, and the 1.708 
sate11·te sequences could be detected. This result is surprising in 
view of the buoyant density profile of fraction-B (Figure 5) - although 
it is composed of three buoyant density species, the mainband component 
(1.640 g/cc) is the major one. A possible explanation is that the cRNA 
is not a representative copy of the DNA template; alternately the 
hybridization conditions may be selective f or the minor satellite 
sequences, however this is unlikely since the hybridization temperature 
was intermediate between the optimal temperatures for minor, and 1.708 
satellite reassociation. 
Two distinct peaks of hybridization occurred when complementary RNA 
to the rapidly renaturing fraction-C (1.618 g/cc) was hybridized to 
total DNA - one to the mainband region, and the other to the 1.708 
satellite region (Figure 6). This result was unexpected since fraction-C 
DNA appeared as a single component in the analytical buoyant density 
analysis (Figure 5). This indicates two components in the 1.618 g /cc 
peak of the rapidly renaturing DNA fraction - 1.708 satellite sequences, 
and another component which in the native state bands with mainband 
density but in the renatured state cobands with 1.708 sequences in an 
actinomycin D-CsCl density gradient. 
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Isolation of a rapidly renaturing fraction from mainband DNA : 
In order to purify these additional repeated sequence DNAs, a 
rapidly renaturing fraction was isolated from M. rufogriseus main-
band DNA (prepared by removing 1.708, and minor satellite DNA fractions 
in an actinomycin D-CsCl gradient). Three bands are resolved in an 
actinomycin D-CsCl density gradient of this fraction (Figure 7) -
as expected there is a component from the native mainband DNA which, 
in the renatured state, bands at density 1.618 g/cc (cobands with 
renatured 1.708 satellite sequences). The other mainband component 
is more complex than anticipated - two bands are resolved (1.642 and 
1.647 g/cc). The 1.647 g/cc component would not have been distinct 
from minor satellite sequences in the Ct< 0.1 fraction from total 
0 
DNA. 
The rapidly renaturing, Ct< 0.1 fraction isolated from mainband 
0 -
DNA was separated into two fractions - A and B, corresponding to the 
1.642 complex density peak, and the 1.618 density peak respectively. 
Labelled complementary RNAs, synthesized using these DNA fractions 
as templates, were hybridized across an actinomycin D-CsCl gradient 
of total DNA (Figure 8). 
Fraction A-cRNA hybridized to the minor satellite region, a 
mainband region, and the 1.708 satellite region of the total DNA. 
If a minor fraction of satellite sequences were interspersed within 
the native mainband DNA, then shearing ( ~ 400 bp) prior to isolation 
of the rapidly renaturing fr action would liberate pure satellite 
sequences which would band at characteristic densities. However the 
isolated rapidly renaturing rnainband fraction-A does not contain 
detectable minor satellite DNA or 1.708 satellite DNA (Figure 7) . 
An alternate explanation of the satellite sequences within the 
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rapidly renaturing fraction-A of mainband is that there are hybrid 
molecules between minor satellite and 1.708 satellite sequences 
which band at intermediate densities and are thus enriched within 
this buoyant density fraction. 
Complementary RNA to fraction-B hybridized principally to the 
mainband region of total DNA, but there was some hybridization to 
the 1.708 satellite region of the gradient. Since renatured 1.708 
sequences coband with the 1.618 mainband density fraction, it is 
not possible to determine whether the 1.708 sequences present in 
this fraction-B have been liberated by shearing from mainband 
sequences (if they were interspersed), or whether they are covalently 
attached to the mainband '1.618' sequences. 
By isolating the rapidly renaturing fraction from mainband DNA 
it has been possible to enrich for several additional buoyant density 
species; however, they have not been isolated free of satellite 
sequences. The results confirm that there are at least two repeated 
DNA fractions in M. rufogriseus DNA apart from the minor and 1.708 
satellite DNAs. 
DISCUSSION 
Estimates of the fraction of total M. rufogriseus nuclear DNA 
. -1 
renatured by a Ct= 0.1 mole.sec.litre , suggested that there may 
0 
be highly repeated fractions, apart from the two already characterized 
satellite DNAs, in the genome. Analysis of the isolated rapidly 
renaturing fraction from total nuclear DNA has confirmed that there 
are at least two other distinct buoyant density fractions - one which 
bands at mainband density in both native and renatured state, and 
a second which has mainband density in the native sta te, but cobands 
with 1.708 satellite when r enatured. These data agr e wi th results 
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from restriction enzyme analysis of total M. rufogriseus DNA. The 
Hind III enzyme has revealed several repeated DNA fractions, apart 
from the minor satellite and 1.708 satellite DNAs, in the genome 
(Chapter III). 
It has not been possible to isolate either of these additional 
repeated DNA fractions free of 1.708 or minor satellite DNA sequences 
even when native mainband DNA (depleted for satellite DNAs) is used 
for the isolation of the rapidly renaturing fraction. Since the 
minor, and 1.708 satellite DNAs band at opposite sides of the main-
band DNA in an actinomycin D-CsCl gradient, then hybrid molecules 
of the satellite DNAs will always occur in the mainband buoyant 
density fraction. Isolation of the rapidly renaturing DNA would 
concentrate these hybrid molecules so that they may be a significant 
fraction of the rapidly renaturing DNA. These satellite sequences 
would then be detected in hybridization to total DNA but not in 
buoyant density profiles of the C
0
t ~ 0.1 fractlons. 
Physical characterizations of the mainband repeated DNA fractions 
beyond their positions in equilibrium density gradients would not 
be worthwhile in view of their complex nature; already one dimension 
of such an analysis is lost since a comparison of native and renatured 
molecules is not possible. 
The cytological location of these additional repeated DNA 
fractions is of interest. According to Hayman and Martin (1974), the 
large region of constitutive heterochromatin on the long arm of the 
X chromosome, amounting to 1-2% of the total nuclear DNA of an XY 
individual, is composed of repeated DNA sequences. Neithe r the 
1.708 satellite DNA, nor the minor satellite DNA s quences are localized 
to this region. 
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Complementary RNA to fraction-C of the rapidly renaturing DNA 
isolated from total DNA (the fraction containing both 1.708 satellite 
sequences, and a mainband density component - see Figures 5 and 6) 
has been hybridized to M. rufogriseus chromosomes. Preliminary 
analysis of slides indicates that grains occur at the centromeres of 
the autosomes in the complement and also to a region of the X chromo-
some corresponding to the large block of heterochromatin. Since the 
1.708 satellite sequences are absent from the X chromosome, the grains 
on the X must reflect hybridization of the mainband repeated sequence 
fraction to this region. It will be possible to confirm this result 
by hybridizing cRNAs of the rapidly renaturing components isolated 
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from mainband DNA (enriched for the mainband repeated sequence fractions) 
to the chromosomes. 
Cytological hybridization of these additional repeated sequence 
fractions may provide further evidence of the differentiation which 
occurs between chromosomes of the complement on the basis of satellite 
sequence distribution. 
SUMMARY 
In addition to the 1.708, and minor satellite DNAs, there are at 
least two other highly repeated DNA fractions in the M. rufogriseus 
genome. These additional repeated fractions (which amount to 3-4% 
of the total DNA) have been isolated by virtue of their rapid renaturation 
rate. They each band with mainband DNA in actinomycin D-CsCl buoyant 
density gradients, but they may be easily separated from e8ch other 
since in the renatured state they band at different densities. 
Data are available which indicate that one of these fractions 
hybridizes to the large block of non-centromeric heterochromatin of 
the X chromosome. The chromosomal distribution of these fractions 
I· 
may extend the chromosome sp cificity of organization which occurs f or 
the 1.708 and minor satellite sequences, so that each chromosome has 
an unique map of repetitive DNA sequences. 
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TABLE 1 
Hybridization of 1.708 satellite cRNA 
to purified satellite DNA 
DNA 
3H cpm bound to filters 
1.708, BamI - monomer 
Minor satellite (purified 
from successive gradients) 
Minor satellite, EcoRI - monomer 
946 
14 
0 
930 
18 
2 
880 
20 
0 
The figures measure the extent of hybridization between 3H-1abelled 
1.708 satellite complementary RNA and purified satellite sequences. 
Three experiments are detajled; duplicate filters were used for 
each point. 
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(i) 
A: 
B: 
(ii) 
1.698 
1.640 
Fig . 1. Buoyant density analysis of M. rufogriseus DNA 
(A) Neutral CsCl (i) 
(ii) 
(B) Actinomycin D-CsCl 
2 
2 
1 
µ g 
µ g 
µ g 
(i) 
(ii) 
total DNA and 1 µ g M. luteus DNA 
Ct < 0.1 DNA 
0 -
from total DNA and 
M. luteus DNA 
2 µ g total DNA 
2 µ g Ct < 0.1 DNA from.total 
0 -
(6 µ g actinomycin D/2 µ g DNA) 
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DNA 
r 
1.708 1. 731 
® 
® 
Fig . . 2. Buoyant densit y analysis of 1.708 sat e llite DNA after HAP 
chromatography, in neutral CsCl gradients 
(A)4 µg sheared, native DNA 
(B)4 µg sheared, renatured DNA 
1 µg M. luteu DNA was added to each sample 
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APPENDIX 
The photograph is of M. rufogriseu metaphasechromosomes 
after hybridization with fraction-C of the rapidly renaturing 
component isolated from total DNA (the fraction containing both 
1.708 satellite sequences, and a mainband density component). 
Grains are localized to the centromere regions of the autosomes 
and also three regions in the X chromosome, one of which 
corresponds to the block of constitutive heterochromatin 
discussed by Hayman and Martin (1974) . 
• 
X y 
• 
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CIIAPTER V 
EVOLUTIONARY co SERVATIO OF THE MACROPUS RUFOGRISF.:us 
SATELLITED As 
INTRODUCTION 
Although buoyant density analyses may not reveal similarities 
in the satellite DNAs from related species , comparisons of the 
highly rep eated DNA using direct sequencing or nucleic acid 
hybridization techniques have shown that there is conservation 
of these DNA sequences in evolution . 
In species of Drosophila where the individual satellite DNA 
fractions are homogeneous in basic sequence , identical or very 
similar sequences are found in related species . The major satellite 
fraction in Drosophila viri lis is identical to the major species in 
D. amer~cana in both sequence and amount, (Gall and Atherton , 1974) . 
Sequences which hybridize to Drosophila melanogaster satellites 
occur in the DNA of the sibling species D. sirrrulans . These sequences 
are in reduced amounts in the D. simulans DNA (different amounts for 
each satellite), however the thermal stabilities of the hybrid 
molecules indicate that there is no sequence divergence between 
the DNAs (Peacock et al . , 1976). 
There are several other examples in the DNAs of related species. 
The chimpanzee A satellit e has s imilar physical properties to human 
satellite II (buoyant density, T ); filter hybridiza tion experiments 
m 
show that this similarity extends to the primary sequence, however, 
the heterologous reaction amounts to only 25-30% of the homologous 
hybridization (Prosser et al . , 1973). There are no data describing 
the thermal stability o f the hybrids, hence t he s quenc e divergence 
which may have occurred cannot be est imated. 
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Graham and Skinner (1973) monitored seven species o f Crustacea 
for sequences related to a satellite from Gecarcinus la lerali 0 • 
Such sequences were detectable in all other species in reduced 
frequencies , ranging f rom 0 .5-10%, the thermal sta bilities of each 
of the hybrids was lower t h an that of the self reassociated 
G. lateralis satellite by 3-6°C which indicates tha t some sequence 
divergence has occurred between the related species. 
A similar pattern occurs for the satellite DNAs in species of 
the Mus genus, although on the basis of the reduced thermal 
stabilities of the satellite sequence hybrids ( 6T = 21-24°c) 
m 
there appears to be a higher level of sequence divergence between 
the related sequences in the different species than in the above 
examples (Sutton and Mccallum, 1972). However the thermal denatura-
tion profiles are all steep and mono phasicsuggesting that the 
hybrid duplexes are uniform - broader profiles are expected if 
the large reductions in the T's resulted from random sequence 
m 
divergence . The data are consistent with the model that the 
satellite fractions in the different species were independently 
derived from a single set of divergent sequences. Alternately if 
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there were a common set of sequence isomers and the relative frequencies 
of these varied in each satellite, large reductions in t h e thermal 
stability of hybrid satellite molecules might occur. Intrasatellite 
variation of this proposed type has been d~tected by primary sequence 
analysis of the guinea pig a , and kangaroo rat HS-a satel l i te DNAs . 
Salser et al . (1976) have found that the pyrimidine tract s of the 
kangaroo rat satellite are identical to those of the guinea pig 
satellit but the molar yields diffe r £or the two DNAs (Southern, 
1970). 
r 
These examples show that highly repeated DNA sequences do 
not change rapidly in evolution - the conservation of satellite 
sequences between the guinea pig and kangaroo rat is most striking. 
The fact that there may be drastic alterations in the frequency of 
a given sequence in related species could explain the apparent 
species specificity of satellite DNA indicated by buoyant density 
analyses (Hennig and Walker, 1970). Such modulation of the 
frequencies of highly repeated DNAs is consistent with the saltatory 
replication mechanisms proposed for the evolution of this class of 
DNA (Southern, 1970; 1975). Salser et al. (1976) have proposed 
that groups of species (e.g. rodents) share a common "library" 
of satellite sequences present at levels lower than could be detected 
in density gradient centrifugation. The rapid evolutionary changes 
which satellites undergo are then mostly quantitative, resulting 
from saltatory replications of different parts of the satellite 
library. 
Data are presented in this chapter which describe the degree 
of conservation of the Macropus rufogriseus satellite DNA sequences 
in related macropod species. Two different techniques have been 
used to compare the DNAs - two subspecies of M. rufogriseus have 
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been compared using restriction enzyme analysis, and also by analysis 
of the melting profiles of hybrid satellite molecules; filter hybrid-
ization has been used to monitor for sequences related to the satellite 
DNAs in other macropod species with varying levels of phylogenetic 
relatedness to M. rufogris eus. The thermal stabilities of the hybrids 
provide a measure of the sequence divergence which has occurred in 
these "satellite related" sequences. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Most of the techniques used in this analysis have already been 
described in preceding chapters. Filter hybridization experiments 
0 
were at 35 C in 3 x SSC, 50% formamide, for times sufficient to allow 
saturation of M. rufogriseus total DNA with cRNAs to both satellite 
fractions. 
Thermal denaturation profiles from filters : 
After hybridization, filters to be used in melting experiments 
were washed and treated with RNAse (as described - Chapter III) then 
returned to 3 x SSC, 50% formamide. The filters were incubated 
0 in 0.5 ml 3 x SSC, 50% formamide at each temperature (35 C ~ 80°c 
' 
s0 c increments) then the solutions counted to determine the amount 
of cRNA dissociated at each temperature. 
RESULTS 
Comparison of satellite DNAs in M. rufogriseus subspecies : 
The subspecies M. rufogriseus banksiana (the red-necked wallaby) 
and M. r. fru ticus (Bennet's wallaby) have been completely separated 
for at least 10,000 years - since the isolation of the island Tasmania, 
from mainland Australia by Bass Strait (Jennings, 1971). 
Although these subspecies hybridize successfully (produce fertile 
offspring), some obvious divergence has occurred - there are differ-
ences in the hair colour and the breeding patterns of the mainland 
and island populations, M. r . fruticus breeds seasonally, whereas 
M.r. banksiana breeds throughout the year. The coefficient of 
genetic variation between the subspecies , on the basis of protein 
polymorphisms and skull morphology, is 0.90 (Johnston, 1973), 
[the coefficient of similarity based on the analysis of 26 enzyme 
polymorphisms, between M. rufogri 0 eus and M. giganteu is 76% 
(Richardson, 1970)]. 
In CsCl buoya n t density gradient s both s pecies hav e id en t i c a l 
DNA profiles. Comp l exing the DNAs with actinomyc in D r e so lv e s 
ident i cal amounts o f t he 1 .708 and mi nor satell i te DNAs in 
equil i brium dens i ty grad i ents (r esults not shown). 
In order to compare t he two satellite fractions in more detail 
total DNAs were digested with t h e restriction enzymes EcoRI, BamI, 
and Hind III . There wer e no apparent differences in the patterns 
produced by digestion of the satellite DNAs with any o f these 
enzymes (Plate 1) . Microdensitometer tracings o f the gels indicated 
that the relative propor t ions of the various restriction fragments 
were the same in both spe cies (Tab l e 1). 
These results show t hat the 1800 bp periodicity in the 1.708 
satellite DNA , and the 220 bp periodicity in the minor sate lite 
must have existed in the satellites prior to the isolation of 
the subspecies . The sequence differentiation which occurs within 
the 1 . 708 satellite DNA also has been conserved during this period 
(see Chapter III) . 
In order to test whether this sequence conservation extends 
throughout the satellite DNAs , the thermal stabilities of the hybrid 
molecules between M. r . banks i ana satellite cRNAs and homologous 
sequences in both subspecies' DNAs were compared . Th e therma l 
denaturation profiles of the hybrid molecules were identica l f or 
both satellite fractions (T = 55.5°c - 1.708 satellite ; 56.5°c -
m 
minor satellite, pro f iles not shown) . 
Hence the satellite DNA fract i ons present in M. rufogriseus 
banksiana ard. M. rufogri s eus f ruticus are indistinguisha ble by the 
several techniques descr i bed above. 
Sequence related to M. rufogriseus sal;ellite DN/lr; in o ther macriopods : 
On the b asis o f protein polymorphisms , dent~1 morpholo gy and 
hybridization st udi. s , M. riuforrr1i. ,P1AS is more clos<?ly r0la t cl to 
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Macropus giganteus (the eastern grey kangaroo) and Megaleia rufa 
. / (the red kangaroo), than to Wa~labia b&color (the swamp wallaby). 
Chromosome morphology further differentiates Megaleia rufa from 
the Macropus species (Richardson, 1970; Hayman and Martin, 1975). 
These species thus represent decreasing levels of phylogenetic 
relatedness to M. rufogriseus . 
Total DNA from each of these species was analysed in neutral 
CsCl (Figure 1) and actinomycin D-CsCl density gradients (Figure 2). 
There was no evidence of buoyant density fractions corresponding 
to either the 1.708 satellite, or the minor satellite DNA in any 
of these species. 
To determine whether there are sequences related to the red-necked 
wallaby satellite DNAs in these other macropods, but at levels which 
could not be detected by buoyant density analyses, complementary 
RNAs to the M. rufogriseus satellites were hybridized to the total 
nuclear DNA from the other three species. 
The amounts of 1.708 satellite related sequences in M. giganteus 
and W. bicolor correspond to 0.5% and 0.3% respectively of the 
total DNA (Table 2); and could not have been detected in analytical 
buoyant density gradients. In M. rufa these sequences amount to 
1% of the genome - such a fraction would be detected provided that 
the sequences band together at their characteristic density. It 
is possible that such a minor peak is obscured by the 1.704 g/cc 
and 1.711 g/cc density fractions in neutral CsCl gradients, however 
it should have been detectable in actinomycin D-CsCl gradients of 
M. rufa DNA , (Figures 1 and 2). The sequences in M. rufn DNA which 
hybridize with minor satellite cRNA, amount to only 0.14 % of the 
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total DNA and would not have b en detected in the analytical gradients. 
Organization o ~atellite related equence &n M galeia rufa DN~ : 
To test whether the M. rufogriseu satellite r lated sequences 
which occur in M. PUfa DNA a re clustered in long homogeneous stretches, 
or whether they are intersp e rsed with mainband density sequences, 
cRNAs to the satellite DNAs were hybr i dized to fractions from a 
preparative actinomycin D-CsCl gradient of M. rufa DNA. 
The hybridization profile for minor satellite cRNA indicates 
that the related sequences in M. rufa DNA band in a broad region 
on the dense side of the gradient (Figure 3). The broadness of 
the hybridization peak indicates that the related sequences do not 
occur in longhomogen eousarrays, but must be interspe rsed with 
other sequences which band in a similar region of the gradient 
[see Chapter IV for the hybridization profile of the satellite 
cRNAs to total M. rufogriseus DNA]. 
The 1.708 satellite cRNA hybridized to two regions of the M. rufa 
actinomycin D-CsCl gradient - throughout the mainband density region, 
and also to the light side of the optical density profile, at a 
position characteristic of 1.708 sequences. This suggests that the 
1.708 satellite related sequences occur in two different populations 
of molecules - in one class the sequences are interspersed with 
mainband density sequences,and in the other they are cluste red in 
long stretches and band at their characteristic density. 
Sequence divergence between satellite DNAs and related sequencen: 
The hybrids formed between 1.708 cRNA and related sequences in 
the other macropod species are each less stable than the hybrids 
between 1.708 cRNA and 1.708 DNA sequ nce s (6T = 5-6°c, Figure 4). 
m 
This indicates 3% dive rgence has oc curred between th se scqucnc s 
(Ullman and McCarthy, 1973) . However, each melting profil is 
sharp and monophasic which i ndicates that the hybrid duplexes could 
have randomly positioned mismatching of nucleotides in otherwise 
identical s quences . 
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The thermal denaturation profile for minor satellite cRNA and 
M. 'I'Ufa DNA is similar to the minor satellite cRNA-DNA profil e 
except the T is decreased by 0.5°c - this indicates there has 
m 
been little divergence between the sequences in the two species 
(Figure 5). 
DISCUSSION 
The data presented in this chapter, although limited in extent, 
illustrate several interesting features of the relationships between 
the highly repeated DNAs of the macropod species. 
The identical restriction enzyme cleavage patterns for the 
satellite DNAs from the subspecies M. Pufogriseus banksiana and 
M. rufogriseus fruticus indicate that the long range periodicities 
in the DNAs, and the differentiation within the 1.708 satellite, 
antedate the isolation of the subspecies. Cooke (1975) found 
that several species of the rodent genus Apoderrrus had satellite DNAs 
with the same restriction enzyme periodicities but the extent of 
sequence divergence within each satellite differed. These data 
argue that the long order periodicity is strictly ons e rved, however 
they suggest that other parts of the satellite DNA may undergo some 
alterations . There appears to be conservation of sequences throughout 
the satellite DNAs of the M. rufogriseus subspecies - the situation 
may parallel the degree of conservation of sequences in Drosophila 
virilis and D. americana (Gall and Atherton, 1974). 
This may mean that the subspecies have only been effectively 
separated for the 10,000 years that a geographical discontinuity 
has existed . The differences in coat colour and breeding habit may 
reflect rapid responsesto climatically imposed selective pressures. 
If the geographical division is maintained, further refinement o f 
the incipient breeding system isolating barrier may occur and th e 
highly repeated DNA complements may develop differences. However 
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the fact that the thousands of copies of the basic rep ating 
sequences in the 1.708 and minor satellite DNAs (which amount to one 
quarter of the genome) have not diverged significantly during the 
10,000 years argues that they are under selective pressure, and 
that some mechanism exists to maintain sequence homogeneity in these 
fractions. 
If the extent of divergence of satellite related sequences, and 
their r lative frequencies in the DNA are taken as a measure of 
evolutionary relationships between the species analysed, the DNA 
results do not agree with the accepted phylogeny in the macropod 
species (Figure 6). Sequences related to the 1.708 satellite 
DNA occur in all other species examined, and they appear to have 
diverged by similar amounts; however there are significantly more 
sequenc sin M. rufa. Minor satellite sequences could be detected 
only in the M. rufa DNA. Together these results indicate that 
M. rufa is most closely related to M. rufogriseus although the 
chromosome morphology data place it further than the grey kangaroo 
from M. rufogriseus. 
The organization of the satellite related sequences in M. rufa 
is different to that in M. rufogriseus. Although there is evidence 
that the minor satellite sequences are interspersed with other 
sequences, there is no suggestion from melting profiles that the 
hybrid molecules from total DNA are non-uniform. Analysis of the 
thermal denaturation profiles of the hybrids formed in different 
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regions of the actinomycin D-CsCl gradient will show whether th e 
proposed interspersed sequences are significantly different from the 
minor satellite sequences . A similar ana lysis of the hybrid molecules 
formed in the mainband and 1 .708 regions of the 1.708 cR NA hybridization 
profile will indicate if the 1.708 s e qu nces whi ch ar interspersed, 
have diverged to a greater extent than the 1.708 sequ nces which are 
cl uR t r('d in th0 M. r>11.f'n DN/\. 
The altered banding properties of the satellite related sequences 
in the M. rufa actinomycin D-CsCl gradient could simply reflect the 
effect of extremely high actinomycin D to satellite DNA ratio in 
this gradient - it corresponds to 20-40 times that in the correspond-
ing M. rufogriseus gradients. A comparison of the hybridization 
profiles across neutral CsCl density gradients for the two species 
will indicate whether this is a feasible explanation. 
The most efficient way to compare the highly repeated fractions 
in different species will be to use RNA-DNA hybridization and the 
restriction enzyme cleavage patterns of the different DNAs. The 
M. rufogriseus satellites are well suited to such an analysis since 
they are cleaved into specific patterns with known enzymes (Chapter III). 
Southern (1975a) has recently developed a technique whereby DNA frag-
ments, after enzyme cleavage and separation on agarose gels, may be 
transferred to nitrocellulose filters for subsequent hybridization. 
An analysis of related species' DNAs using these techniques and 
satellite cRNAs as probes will provide information about the highly 
repeated fractions at three different levels - (a) whether satellite 
related sequences are present in the different DNAs; (b) whether 
they occur in long arrays; and (c) whether there are the same long 
range periodicities in different species. 
These preliminary studies have revealed some features of satellite 
DNA evolution. The macropod species share some common highly repeated 
sequences as do Drosophila species (Gall and Atherton, 1974; Peacock 
et al., 1976), Mus species (Sutton and Mccallum, 1972), Crustacea 
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species (Gray and Skinner, 1973) and guinea pig, and kangaroo rat(Salser et al. 
1976). Hence the data support the notion of "satellite libraries" 
in the DNAs of related organisms suggested by Salser et al. (1976). 
The concept of independent modulation of different satellite sequences 
is quite new. Analytical buoyant density analysis of DNAs from a 
numb r of species of the kangaroo rat gnus, Dipodomys , indicatPd 
that ind pendent modulation of satellites may occur, however th e 
data were only at the buoyant density level (Hatch and Mazrimas, 
1972). Evidence for independent modulation of satellit es in 
Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans is now available from 
filter and cytological hybridization experiments (Peacock et al., 
1976). The 1.708, and minor satellite sequences also appear to 
be independently modulated in the macropod species and appear to 
comply with the notion of satellite sequence libraries. 
SUMMARY 
The satellite DNAs of the subspecies M. rufogriseus banksiana and 
M. rufogriseus fruticus cannot be distinguished on the basis of 
restriction enzyme cleavage patterns, or sequence hybridization. 
Thus the satellite sequences appear to have been conserved over the 
10,000 years of geographical isolation of the subspecies. 
Sequences which are related to the 1.708 satellite occur in the 
DNAs of M. rufa, M. giganteus, and W. bicoZor in decreasing frequency; 
but minor satellite related sequences are detected only in M. rufa 
DNA. These results suggest that M. rufa is most closely related to 
M. rufogriseus. The satellite related sequences which occur in the 
oth r species show a maximum of 3% sequence divergence (for the 1.708 
sequences). Preliminary results indicate that the organjzation of 
the related sequences in the M. rufa DNA may be different to that 
in M. rufogriseus . 
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TABLE 1 
Comparison of major r estriction bands in M. rufogri , eu subspecies 
EcoRI BamI 
A B A B 
1.27 1.20 
0.45 0.41 
1.50 1.40 
8.34 8.28 
0.06 0.05 
3.69 3.60 
Hind III 
A B 
2.15 2.30 
0.14 0.13 
0.18 0.18 
0.17 0.19 
0.17 0.18 
0.32 0.33 
0.41 0.45 
Fragment 1 ngth 
(base pairs) 
> 20,000 
5,400 
3,600 
1,800 
1,410 
1,030 
780 
540 
440 
220 
The figures represent the fraction of the total DNA which can be 
measured above the background for a given band 
A - M. rufogriseus fruticus, B - M. rufogriseus banksiana 
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TABLE 2 
Homology between M. rufogriseus satellite cRNAs and total 
macropod DNAs 
DNA 1.708 satellite cRNA Minor satellite 
cpm % T (°C) cpm % 
bound homology m bound homology 
78532 28560 
Macropus 87810 100 55.5 30850 100 
rufogriseus 98515 
1361 58 
Macropus 2190 2.5 50.5 55 0 
giganteus 2318 
5101 790 
Megaleia 4836 5.5 50.0 865 2.8 
rufa 5522 
1313 60 
Wal labia 1317 1.5 49.5 70 0 
bicolor 1649 
Hybridizations were in 1 ml of 50% formamide, 3 x SSC at 35°c for 
5 10 hrs (3 x 10 cpm). The figures for homology represent the 
average of the experiments. 
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cRNA 
T (0 c) 
m 
56.5 
56.0 
PLATE I: M.r. banksiana and M.r. fruticus DNAs digested with different 
restriction endonucleases 
Left to rjRht: M.r. banksiana DNA - undigested, EcoRI, BamI, Hind III; 
M. r . fruticus DNA - undigest d, EcoRI, BamI, Hind III 
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1.698 
a) 
1.731 
1,698 
b) 
1,698 
c) 
1.698 
d) 
Fig. 1. - Analytical buoyant density gradients in neut r a l Cs Cl 
(a) M. rufogri . eu s DNA, (b) M. giganlcu ,· DNAr (r) 1. 1 1[1 
D A, (d ) W. bi--.olor D JA . . lu CJU. D A was .::1dded o each 
a p e, r = 1 . 7 31 
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,· 
I 
1.544 
2) 
1.644 
b) 
1,643 
c) 
1,644 
d) 
Fig. 2 . - Analytical buoyant densi ty gradients in a inomyc jn D-CsCl 
(a) M. '{)U 'og'{)?° eu. DNA, (b) M. g-iganteu., DNA, (c ) M. 1)ufa 
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CHAPTER VI 
EPILOGUE 
The research described in this thesis concerns the highly repeated 
DNA in the genome of Macropus rufogriseus. Several aspects of this 
system have been characterized and these contribute to the understanding 
of satellite DNA structure and function in general, as well as detailing 
the organization of these sequences in the M. rufogriseus complement. 
In M. rufogriseus, the distribution of satellite DNAs' clearly 
discriminates the centromeric heterochromatin of the sex chromosomes 
from the autosomes. Further differentiation between each autosome 
occurs on the basis of the amount of satellite sequences at the 
centromere (Figure 1). These data suggest that the distribution of 
satellite sequences in the centromeric heterochromatin may be unique 
for each chromosome of the ·complement providing an example of 
chromosomal specificity of satellite DNA arrangement in a mammalian 
species. 
The chromosomal locations of the additional repeated sequence 
DNAs which occur in the genome are not well defined yet, however it 
is possible that these shall extend the satellite maps to give absolute 
specificity in organization for each chromosome. 
Each of the satellite DNA species appears heterogeneous on the 
basis of a comparison of the physical properties of native and renatured 
molecules - this is a feature of marnrnalian satellite DNAs which has 
been cited as evidence that extensive random sequence alterations are 
tolerated in satellite DNAs. However it has been shown that within 
the 1.708 satellite DNA, the heterogeneity does not simply reflect 
random base mutation. Data on the distribution of restriction sequences 
111. 
of three different restriction enzymes indicate a regular differentiation 
of sequences within the satellite DNA - there is evidence of segmental 
organization of these diff rentiated fractions. These data thus 
allow an alternate view to the idea of extensive random sequence 
divergence within mammalian satellite DNAs. 
A related feature of satellite DNAs which has appeared to be 
exclusive to Drosophila is the degree of strict conservation of 
sequences within a satellite fraction, and in closely related species. 
The comparison of the M. rufogriseus subspecies using restriction 
endonucleases indicates strict conservation of satellite DNA long 
order sequence arrangement over a considerable period. The presence 
of sequences which are related to the M. rufogriseus satellites in 
other macropods supports the idea that highly repeated sequences are 
conserved in evolution. 
These concepts of sequence homogeneity, segmental differentiation 
~ 
of sequences within a single satellite, and chromosome specific 
arrangement of satellite sequences have been proposed for the highly 
repeated DNAs of Drosophila melanogaster (Brutlag and Peacock, 1975). 
In view of the implications of these properties in terms of satellite 
DNA functions and of the apparent differences between mammalian and 
Drosophila satellite DNAs, the M. rufogriseus data provide new unifying 
information. 
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